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CHAPTER I.
THE STRUGGLE FOR FREEDOM IN GERMAN LITERATURE
UP TO fHE REVOLUTIdN OF 1S48.
The political movement of 1348, the various phases of the
agitation preceding it, and the activitv of the men who, as Karl
Heinzen, advocated it with all the eloquence at their disposal,
fonrrht for it with all available means, and finally suffered life-
Ions: exile for their endeavor, can onlv he properly understood and
appreciated from an historical standpoint. We, who have profited
from the political experience of the last half century, and can look
hack upon the unification of Germany in 1870, are likelv to consider
the whole movement the work of impractical idealists and of fanatics.
But even if this unification has heen achieved hv a despotic states-
man on a monarchical hasis instead or the ardentlv desired and
fought for denocratic hasis, it would have heen impossible, harl rot
the path heen smoothed hv the a«ri ta t ions for libera] reforms. The
final achievement is due not only to Bismarck, the statesman, but
in a very jrreat measure to the campaign for unification, for liberty
and freedom, which t*ie German thinkers and po^ts had carried on for
a century.
For a proper conception of the enormous task which the
German poets set themselves to accomplish, it is onlv npco^sary to
recall t'ne utter desolation which was caused in Gprmanv bv the Thir-

fcy Years' War, "When the rivlrty Years' War had ended by reducing
the Gorman Empire to its atoms, no hope of* religious or pol i» Lea]
liberty seemerl to he left. Nowhere and at no period In modern history
has despotism assumed such ar> absurd and hideous Torn as in the
liumberless petty principalities which at the time o° the Peace of
Westphalia were the last remnants oP what had hecn the dominant
power of Europe. Municipal privileges had been trampled rlown: not a
trace of rural autonomy remained; Luther's nrinciple of religious
self-determination had heen converted into an absolute power of the
princes to determine the religious belief of their subjects. As an
embodiment of national traditions and national ideals, Germanv was
dead.
"
For a century Germanv struggled on to recover ^rora these
disasters. Then Frederick the Great appeared on the scone, an auto-
crat and a despot, one who acknowledged himself a servant of the
people, establishing, in principle at least, the equality of all
subjects before the law, and living Germany unrestricted freedom
of religious belief and philosophical thoup-ht. It would be interest-
ing to speculate upon what the results would have been, had Frederick
placed himself at the head of a movement for popular emancipation,
and granted his subjects a share in the management of public affairs,
but at present it is sufficient to state that his convictions were
in thp opposite direction. Popular emancipation existed onlv in the
realm or ideas.
It now remained for the thinkers and poets to accomp] ish
what the rulers had not, and probably could not, accomplish. They
began to regenerate the national bodv bv imparting a neif life to the
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national mind. "Debarred, or the one hand, from practical partici-
pation in puMic life: °a'T nurod, on the other, with a ]ar<T<> 'egree
of freedon in theoretical belief nd speculation, the Gorman men
of thought and culture now more fervent! v than eTT er turned to the
cultivation or the ideal, and bv holding up to their countrvmon the
iraa go of a world of beauty, truth, and norfectlon, helped to engen-
'ler that craving for the real izati on o p i denl demands in the national
institutions, which, in the nineteenth century, hns created the
German state. "
The pioneer in the construction of an ideal world was
Friedrich Gottlieb Xlopstock. He does not limit himself to the nar-
row confines of everv-day life, but takes refuge to a spiritual
world where he can roan at will and enjov the greatest freedom.
He makes his appeal to the whole nation, awakens the nioral consci-
ousness in his people, and makes them co-citizens with him. >Tever
was a poetic production received with greater applause than the r inst
cantos of his Messiah, for his extreme spirituality enkindled the
flames which were silently burning in the hearts of wen. And here
already we find the cosmopolitan spirit hand in hand with the genu-
ine national feeling, which is so remarkable at the end of the
eighteenth centurv. As a true cosmopolitan he hails the French Revo-
lution, and at the same time expresses verv optimistic views ^egard-
->>*For a "on<-> detailed account of this lit^rarv n-ovom^nt, see Tvuro
Francke' s History of German Literature, whom the author is follow-
ing.
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infr the future of Gcrmanv. With a remarkable prophecy he addresses
Germany
:
"Nicht auf imtier lastot or, (das Joch)i
Froi, Doutschl and, wirst Du dereinst^ oin Jahrhundcrt
nur noch:
So 1st es geschehen, so herrseht do** Vernwnft-recht vor
clem Schwortrocht .
"
Tho same loftv idealism we find in Gotthol d Ephraim
Lessing, whom Kuno Francke calls the champion destroyer of despot-
ism, and the master builder of lawful freedom. His literary efforts
are to free the Germans intellectually, to ;"ake them independent eo
foreign influence. He protests against artificiality and convention,
and also strives to put an end to religious tyranny. The corruption
of the princes, and their arbitrary and -despotic rule is severely
criticised in Emilia Galotti.
Kl dpstock and Lessing thus ushered in the groat movement
of intellectual nnd spiritual freedom, which was to take on such
immense proportions towards the end of the centurv, and finally in
the nineteenth to bring: about the social evolution nnd national con-
consolidation. Thev form the cornerstones on which the future master
builders based their work of building up a free nation with fr^e
human individuals.
It is impossible here even to sketch this development in
the Storm and Stress period, or to give an adequate conception of
the heights to which it rose in the work of Herder, Kant, Schiller,
and Goethe, "Never has individualism been preached with Greater

vehemence and aggressiveness than it wan preached by the leaders of
the Storm and Stress agitation. Destruction of every harrier ot In-
dividual growth; war against authority of' whatever kind; the glori-
fication of primitive, uncorrupted nature, of instinct, of passion,
of senilis: the vilification of the existing social order, of regu-
larity, oe lcar^i^i, of conscious effort,-- these were the watchwords
which inspired the generation succeeding; that of Kl opstock and
Lessing. n It was really the ideal counterpart to the French. Revolu-
tion.
But while these men were the representatives of the strong-
est individualism, thev were at the same time forerunners of the
coll ectiv istic movement in the nineteenth century. It would bo un-
just to accuse Sehiller and Goethe of a lack of true patriotism,
because or their cosmopolitanism and individualism, of their ideal
of an universal free humanity. They were at heart truly patriotic
and. prophets of a coming republic. What could have been ^ore in-
spiring to his fellowmen than the protest acuinst tyrannv and the
demand for popular freedom which Schiller issued in his Til helm Tell 1
Only one quotation out of many will suffice to indicate Schiller's
patriotism
:
"Nein, eine Gr^nze hat Tvrannonmacht
:
Wenn den Gedruckte nirsrends recht kann finden,
Tenn unertraglich wird die Last,- greift er
Hinauf getrosten 1 lutes in den Ilimmel
,
Und holt herunter seine ew' ^en Ree'ite,
Die drohen nan .gen unvcranszerlich

Und unzorbrechl 1 ch, wie die Sterne selnst,-
Der alte Urstand dor Nntur kohrt wieder,
To Mensch dom Menschen gegenfttoer stent, --
Zum letzten Mittel, wonn kcin anrlrfp mehr
Vorfangon will, ist ihm das Schwert froprohon,
Dor Gttter httohstos dttrfen wir vorteid' £on,
Gcgen Gewal t--Wi r stehn vor unser Land,
Tir stehn vor unsre Weiber, unsre Kindert w
But in spite of some glowing expressions of nationality
and enthusiasm for political unity, the present ideal of almost all
tho German poots and thinkers was a spiritually *free* nation. Then
W, von 'Tumholdt asserts that the highest ideal is that of free and
voluntarv action, and not that of frovernin"- or ohoyirc, he, as Kant,
is primarily concerned with the moral rather than the political
aspect of the individual. The political state and the cultural state
are not ronsid^red to he a unity, but Wholly independent of each,
other, and the leaders in thought 'direct their attention almost ex-
clusively to the rt Kul turnation" . And even if Fr. Schlegel, the Ro-
manticist, manifests a certain amount of political interest, his
speculations do not concern themselves with the state as it is, hut
as it should he; thev are theoretical and ^ar removed from any
pol itical considerations
.
* Tilhelm Tell, Act II, Scene .2, 1?75-12SR.
L

thus at, the beginning nf the nineteenth century wo rind
Germany at the Iioa-l op the Intellectual renaissance, wo fin 1 the
leading men of culture absorbed in solving the deepest nrohlons of
human existence, we °in'l an extreme cult of individualistic culture,
while politicallv Germanv can hardlv be said to have existed. And
therefore it is not surprising that the hat tie of Jena in lS°o should
Have resulted in a victory for Napoleon, and that Germanv had to su£-
fer the greatest humiliation ami degradation in its history,
"But never perhaps has distress, the great teacher of man-
kind, taught a more impressive or wholesome lesson than in the Ger-
man disaster of ISOfi. Never has a people undergone a ^n r e wonderful
rejuvenation than the German people underwent in the venv years fol-
lowing the downfall of Prussia. Never- has there been a more striking
illustration of the indestructibility of spiritual forces. For who
can doubt that it was Germanv* s spiritual past which saved her in
this political cataclysm? Ifho does not see that it was the survival
of the best of eighteenth century individualism which le 1 *o the
national uprising against Napoleon, and t ?, is to the first manifest-
ation of nineteenth centnrv collectivism? Tn other worcts, who would
deny that what brought about the reorganization Of the Prussian
state and the delivery from foreign oppression vets in the last anal-
ysis Kant's moral law, Herder's conception of national individuality,
the Ideal of complete manhood embodied in the work of Hop stock,
Lessing, Goethe, and Schiller?"
The work of rebuilding; the German nation from out o r its
ruins was begun at once bv the patriotic historian Ernst<Moritz

Arndt , and the philosopher Fichte, As early as If^O Arndt had a] -
readv p ropes ted against the tondoncv to separate tho Individualistic
idc:'l of* a Tree humanity, whoso Influence, however, ho coul d no more
escape Mian the others, from the concrete problems op ordinary life,
find Marl demanded unity of state and of tho people, "Flinheit cles
Staates und des Vol Ices. '1 Now in ISOfl his "Geist dor Zeit" appears,
In which ho condemns the existing state oP culture as toeing too un-
worldly. Ho recalls the glorious past of Germany, and seeks to awaken
a sense of shame at the present humiliation and degradation. The
poets are not in touch with the needs and aspirations nf the n°ople,
hut are on to in the narrow pursuit or self-culture. All this mM st
he swept awav, and a new spirit, a consciousness of the needs of the
nation, must take its place.
A little later Fichte delivered his memorahle "Pedor an die
deutsche Nation" at a groat personal risk, for the troops of Napoleon
were occupvin<r the countrv and spies were placed everywhere. While
Arndt had attempted, hy historical criticism the regeneration of the
German people, Fichte made his appeal primarily to the moral con-
sciousness and to the will. His remedy for the political u^ity and
restoration of Germanv lav in public education, which was to incul-
cate a spirit of patriotism and an ardent desire for liherty. Large-
lv to his endeavors m-'st he ascribed the foundation of the University
of Berlin in 1310 as on outspoken means of making it the centre of a
* Meinicke, Weltburgerturn und National staat, p. 3^ rf.

new patriotic spirit. •/
Nor must we overlook the contributions o p the Romantic
movement to the uprising of 1S13. It is true that, its tendency in
the main was a turning away from the problems of the world, at least
in ttic beginning, and that these poets sought their ideal in a spir-
itual, ultra-mundane sphere, or that they sought consolation for the
disrupted state of present affairs in the groatlv idealized aire of
t^e Gorman past, and in the unity or t 1 ' Catholic Church. But at the
same time they fostered the spirit of nationality by rediscovering
the lost treasures or the German nation. The revival of the folk-
songs in "Dos Xnaben Vfunderhorn" bv Achim vnr Arrim and Clemens
Brontano, of the popular tales and legerds in t !, e l,V8lkerbftcher w
,
by Joseph Gfirres, and of the fairytales in the "Kinder- und Haus-
mftrchen" , bv the brothers Grimm, was not the least factor in awaken-
ing reminiscences of a past when there still existed a German nation,
and hopes of a future when this nation was to rise again in ancient
sp] endour
.
The results or this agitation were soon to be apparent.
Everywhere the national spirit was awakened, and responded to the
solemn call oe duty. Under the leadership of Stein and Hardenberg
the Prussian army was reorganized, recruits were not wanting to take
up arms for the holv cause or the Fatherland. Even the professors
at the universities dismissed their classes in order to participate
in the drills. The whole nation was aglow with enthusiasm, all the
petty strifes and dissensions were forgotten in the great cause,
and finally the King of Prussia, seized ifith the spirit jof his peo-
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T)i e issued Ms call to arms, Tn the poems or Arndt, Schenclcendorf
and h'flrnor, this craving- Tor the political freedom and unity has been
immortalized. With their fierv hattlo soups thev stirred: not only
the soldiers, hut everywhere tho people could ho hoard singing l !i nm
with joyous and youthful delight. It was like pouring oil on the fire
when Theodor Kttrner ' fo] lowing tho ru^mons to a vins , addressed the
poop! c
:
"Frisch auf, mein Volk'. Die Fl ammenzeichen ranchen,
Hell aus dem Vorlon hricht der Freiheit Licht*
Frisch anf, mein Volk'. Die Fl ammenzeichen rauohen,
Die Saat 1st roif; ihr Schnitter zft.<re»"t nichtl
Das hSchste Iloil das letzte, liegt im Schwcrtel
Drftck dir den Speer ins treue Ilerz hi^ein:
Dor Freiheit eino Gasse! '/asch die Erde,
Dein deutsches Land, init deinom Blute reini
"
But these patriots were "to he sorely disappointed. Hardly
bad thev succeeded in driving Napoloon frnn the country, when n
fierce reaction toward all lihoral moy orients sot in. The promises
of the Kins; of Prussia to give his people a constitution were shame-
fully hroken, and the very leaders of tho patriotic maovemont who
had freed Germany from its opnressors and reorganized Prussia were
accused of treason and locked up. There is hardly such a disgraceful
period in Gorman historv as that of tho Regime Mett^rnich.
But although t'»e "Dena go rr^nhotze" was carried on relent-
lessly and mercilessly, tho spirit of freedom could not he suppressed
and the ideal lived on in men' s minds. It now devolved unon the
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students of tlio Universities to perpetuate the ideals which the poets
had inculcated and fostered, and wMch had brought about the enthu-
siastic uprising of 1^13. Imbued with the noble and manful ideas of
Fichto, the student organizations now be pan a process of inner re-
formation. Greatlv stirred hv the .uplifting events of 1813, and
mover! bv the greatness of the German nation in the nast, with which
thev became acquainted in the classrooms, a deep devotion to the
Fatherland gradually filled their hearts. The degenerating drinking
bouts pave way to moderacy and the "mens sana in corpore sano" once
more became the ideal. Instead of the drinking songs, the patriotic
and serious hymns of Arndt and others became the favorites. More-
over, the students themselves began military drill, and still better,
an attempt was made to break up the petty distinctions between the
students of the different German States. The societies dominant so
far were th^ so-called "1 andsmannschaf ten"
,
organizations of stu-
dents from one and the same state, and the rivalry and hostility
between them was very great. A new organization consisting' of stu-
dents from the different states was to be formed, and in June, 1S15,
the members of two Landsmannschaften in Jena together with a number
of "barbarians" actually organized a new association, the "Bursohen-
schaft." Onlv a year later all other organizations had dissolved,
and the Burschenschaft seemed to have achieved its object, namely,
a confederation of the whole Christian-Germanic student body. At
the suggestion of Turnvat-er Jahn, the black-red-gold banner of the
volunteers of Lutzow, which was to he the emblem of Freedom por
fifty years was. adopted as the ensign of the organization. Soon

other universities foj ] owed the example of Jena and organised simi-
associations, Tn October, 1P18, the representatives of fourteen
Universities met 1n Jena, ami there made it a national organization,
under the name of "Die Allgemeine Deutsche Bur^chonschnf t" , Which
was "or carl zed on the relation of the German Youth to the future
unity of the Gorman fatherland." The constitution stated as object
of the Burschenschaft : "Unity, freedom, equality "between its members,
and a development in a christian-germanic spirit of all faculties
for the service of the Patherland. " One despotic clause, however,
called for the dissolution of all other societies, and every student
was to be obliged to loin.
Needless to state, the authorities began to view the situ-
ation with alarm, and after the well-known Wartburgfest had caused
considerable discussion, the murder of Kotzebue by Karl Sand, which
was not in the spirit of the association, hut entirely the work of
several radical members acting on their own initiative, gave the
reactionary party such a fright that drastic measures were taken to
stop all furhter agitation. In the famous Karlsbad Decrees of 1R19,
all secret and unauthorized student societies were summarily pro-
hibited, particularlv that "association established some vears since
under the name of the ' Burschenschaft' , since the very conception
implies the utterly unallowable plan of permanent fellowship and
constant communication between the various universities. " Hpies were
placed in all universities to watch both students and professors,
and a stringent censorship of the press was instituted.
What could, not be done openly, was done in se<y*et, and
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secret chapters of the Bursohenschaft , moro raclic.nl tli;^ th<-> ori"dn-
al society, came into existence, where the passion for a unified
fatherland was kept, burning. As late as 1835 Karl Gutzkow and-Hein-
rich Laube were endangered because of their alleged membership in
the Burschenschaft . Cut on the whole the, reaction of Metternich was
successful, avd the champions or freedon had to ^ontont themselves
with waiting for a better ar»d more propitious time.
This time seemed to have come in the year 1140. On June
7th of this year, Frederic!: Vfillian 1 TV nsron^ed the throne left va-
cant bv his rather. Youthful, imaginative, o^ a romantic nature, Tie
had long been the hope or the liberals. Already long before, a poet,
C. r. J. Bunsen, had prophecies of this time;
"Was tausend Jahr vergebens erstrebt das Vaterland,
T
.Vird rasch sich dann erheben von solrhes Batiherrn Hand." #
Another incident to awaken the national spirit ard to raise
it to n high pitch was France's attitude towards the Rhine Having
been unsuccessful in their oriental compaifrn, the French poople
wished to vindicate their honor bv their insolent clamor for the
possession or the Rhine. How much the Germans resented this demand
can be seen fr^ the remarkable popularity of Nikolaus Becker, who
has answered with his famous lines:
"Sie soil en ihn nicht haben,
» Christian Petzet, Politische Lvrik, p. 10,

14.
Don freien dentschen Rhoinl" *
A^onn; scnros of similar songs, n^of.psMnr against the |insults of
France, and expressing the indignation of the Germans thereat, I
want to mention only one more, which Tins since become the German
national hymn, Die Wacht am Rhein* by vax Schneckenburger
!
"Ks braust ein Ruf wie Donnerhall,
Wie Schwertgehl irr und Wogenprall J
Znm Rhein, znm Rhein, zura dentschen RhelnJ
Wer will dos F.tromes Httter sein?
Lieb Vaterland, magst ruhig sein,
Fest steht und treu die HTacht am Rhein! " *
In this same year the four hundredth anniversary of the
German invention of the art of printing was celebrated, T 1 is certain-
ly also served as an admonition for energetic action in their en-
deavors for liberal progress and national unity, by bringing to
their consciousness the spiritual leadership which thev bad enioved
ifor a century, as well ns the altogether unworthy ond even disgraced
ful position which thev occupied politically among the leading na-
|
tions of Europe.
#
But although these several events occasioned the sudden
outbreak of the national spirit in a great number of political lyr-
ics, they themselves would not have been sufficient cause, had not
the nublic spirit reached that stage of development which was nec-
*Petzet, Tbid.,pp. 17 and 42.
#Petzet, Ibid. , 9 Ff.

essary for- the production as well as the proper understanding of
these lyrics. rhat burnin/r desire for freedom which was at first -
ifested bv tdio <rroat poets and thinkers or the eighteenth century,
nod which had then taken hold of the students after the Napoleonic
Wars, was row to he transferred to the people. And whereas the spec-
ulations of the great eighteenth! century poets had heen almost wholl y
ideal and theoretical, and the conceptions of* such inen as Arndt and
Schenkendorf vafrue and indefinite, the political lvric was now to
prosecute definite concrete aims.
Many and diverse incidents in the course of the following
years, served as a basis for the political lvric, which the poets
used to protest against t Ti o existing: administration, to demand pop-
ular government and reforms, to inculcate greater love Por the
fatherland, and over to invite the people to rise in arms against
the oppressors. Amors these events were the various attempts of
Frederick William TV to institute popular reforms, the completion
of the Cologne Cathedral, as a manifestation Of German patriotism,
the great conflagration of Hamburg, which was felt as a national
disaster, and for the victims of which money was collected in all
parts of Germany; there was also the erection of a nn^vinent to the
old Germanic here Arminius in the Teutoberger Wald, and many other
events, all of which were wel eerie material for the poeMc muse.
A few characteristic selections rust suffice here to
sketch the range and the spirit of the political poetry. Thus the
necessity for a union of the German principalities and of the German
people is voiced by Hoffman von Fall ersleben, from w' ose nen we also

have the national hymn, "Deutschland, Deutschland, nl^er alios'. "
"Doutschl and erst in sir.h v^ppintj
kuf\ wir '.vollor tins vovhi ndon'.
Und wir kflnnen jeden Feind
•
rreuverbunden fttoerwind^Ti, "
w Doutschland erst ir sieh vercint'.
Darnaoh strehet, darnach rinffetj
Dasz dor schflno Tag: ersohoint,
Der uns ondltch einhoit hrirgetl " *
He has learned that, waiting is useless, that promises will
not he kept, and that therefore action on the part of the peopl e is
the onlv remedy; .
"Tie viel nfan anch ve^spricht,
traut den Morten nichtl
Fin Tort ist Schall und Tind -
•
Seid doch nicht tauh und hiindl" #
More extrenelv radical is Geor/i Herwojrh, who proclaims
onenly and defiantly:
"Wir hahen lan,q; frpmi<r gelieht,
Wir wollen endlich hassen! M *
Filled with a "blind ra.^e against a] 1 the oppressors, unc onpronis in °-,
•::-Petzet, Thid.
,
np. ^3, SI, 138,
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to the core, he urges a v In] out, breaking down of nil the harriers to
freedom, and in a f nno that was not, heard since Kftrner* s "Frisrh
fcuf, mein Voile, rile }?1 ammenzeichen rauchen," ho issues his mighty
call to arms
:
"Reiszt der Kreuze aus der Erden*
Alle soli oil Schwerter werden*
Gott im Ilimmel wird' s verzeihen.
Laszt , laszt das Verseschweiszenl
Auf den AmhOs lest das Fisen'.
HeHand soli das EJiseh seint*
Rohert Prutz summarizes the demands of the lihoral opno-
sition in a poor:: entitled "Was v.rir wollen". The fatherland shall he
united, indenondent, fror; the Rhine to tho shores of the Baltic: the
princes s^all have confidence in their People, and raise the pillars
of their power only on the basis o f right and justice; the peorle
shall he hrave and mighty, freemen like their forefathers; the laws
shall he:
"Xurz und rund,
Die klar und deutllch sprechen,
Und die auch koines KSnigs Mund
Darf bieger Oder brechen. "
Only such ministers as desired:
• Petzet, Ibid. , 13S.

"Die dem Jahrhundert,
Welt offne Strasasen bahnen.
Further demands are free knowledge and science, liberty or the press
and a Constitution.* One of the ,r,ost effective poems of these
years is that of Ferdinand Freiligrath, comparing Germany with Hum-
let:
"Dentschl and ist Hmnlct - ernst und stumn,
In seinen Floren jedo Nacht,
Geht die begTabetie Freihoit urn
Und wintct den ,rannern auf dor Wncht.
Da steht die hohe blankbewehri,
Urd sagt dem Zaud* rer, der noch zweifolt:
Sei nir cin Rache*r, zieh dein SchwertJ
Stan hat mir Gift ins Ohr ' getrattfel t . n
Hamlet , for Germany) hears the spirit and the awful truth
ho sins to dawn upon him, hut he is vacillating and undecided, he
has not the courage to avengp the foul murder by a brave deed. But
when he Pinallv takes up the sword in the Inst act, it is onlv to
his own destruction. The noet warns Germany against the some fate:
"Gottloh, noch s ind wir nieht so weitj
Vier Akte sahn wir spiel en erst!
Hah' Acht, Hold I dasz die Aehnlichkeit
Nieht aueh im let'sten du bew&hrsti
» Petzet, Thid.
, P.17D.

fir hoffen frfth, wir hoffen spntr
o, raff dich auf und Icomn zum streiche'.
Urifl hilf entschlossen, ireil op rrcht
Zu ihreri Pecbt den f] oh' ndon Leichel *
The fact that these poems were known and read everywhere,
t t i n t these ports ':ere among the nnst. popular won or the time, is
sufficient proof of the great influence they exortod in arousing the
publ ic spirit to action. Thev were the champions of an- oppressed and
downtrodden people which was clamoring for liberty. Year bv vear the
movement grew, the demands became more insistent, and public opinion
was aroused to a higher pitch. Newspapers and magazines took up the
cry, other men issued scores of pamphlets denouncing the existing
regime, and when this was impossible at home, thev wont across the
boundary, as Karl Heinzen did, to Switzerland, and from here carried
on the agitation with unceasing vehemence. All other Questions
wore eclipsed by the one; everybody felt that the time was not far
distant when their hopes should be -real i zed. And when in February
1848, the news arrived that France had once more shaken off the rule
of monarchy and proclaimed the Second Republic, it as greeted with
wild applause, and Frcil i gra th in Londor col ebrated the event with the
well-known noem, "Im Hochland fiel der erste Schuszl
"
M V,'as weiter wirdt- noch barren wir*.
Doch wird* s die Freiheit werdent
# Pctzet, Tbid.
, p. 105 ff.

Die Freiheit dort, die Freiheit hi or,
Die Freiheit .letat, und fur und fur,
Die Freiheit rings auf Frdon.
Im Hochland fiel cler erste Schusz,
Und die da nioderdonnorn musz,
Die Lawine kam ins Pollcnl *
Space docs not permit to go into details here about the
memorable events of the next months, or regarding the attempts of
t^e Frankfort Pari lament to bring about the ardently desired uni°i-
catipn. Once more the Germans were doomed to disappointment. By 1850
the old order hart been restored, the old reaction set in anrain, and
and many of the leading men had to flee from Germany for safety,
because of their nai ticipa^i on in the struggle for freedom.
It is remarkable what a complete change came over Gorman
life in the next years. The nation which had been a seething vessel
full of political ideas and aspirations in the previous decade, for
whom all questions had been merged -in the one groat desire for free-
dom, now relapsed into its former indifference. It seemed as if the
great climax of 1848 had sucked every drop of energy from their -
bodies, as if they had been consumed by the great fire which had
been raging in them. The political Ivrics which had achieved such
importance among the poetic productions of the time as to drive all
other competitors from the fiold, now gradually disappeared, until
thev finally died a slow and natural death. The people instead
# Petzet, p. 204.
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gOucht, consolation and diversion in a semi-romantic world or fiction
and In sentimental lvric poetry, whore they would not no rem'nded
of their shamefu] defeat, and in which they could escape fro" 1 the
realities of this life.
We aro now to consider a man who in contrast to the class
of people .just mentioned, remained true to his ideals after the
Revolution as well, who did not depart one .jot or tittle from his
lire-revolutionary attitude, who, although forced to emigrate to
America, continued the strupjrle with the same zeal and ardour which
he displayed in Germany. In the next chapter we shall attempt to
trace his life and innor development.

CHAPTER II.
KARL HEINZEN* S LIFK.
Karl Peter Heinzen was horn or. February 22
,
180
f
in the
village of Crovcnhroick, in the vicinity of Cologne. His mother
died when he was onlv four years old. His reminiscences of her were
very vague, and perhaps for this very reason, he surrounded her with
a halo and idealized her. At any rate she seemed to have heen a verv
good mother to him, and in Inter years when his father and his
teachers tried to curb and break his stubborn and independent spirit,
he Ion/red for the kind and sympathetic influence of his deceased
mother. His physical strength, which he later displayed to the
great disadvantage cf his fellow-students, and the height of six
feet and three inches, which he attained in mature life, he inher-
ited from his paternal ancestors. With considerable pride he narrate?
some wonderful feats of strength of his grandfather , who on one oc-
casion picked up an opponent who attacked him in the dark, and hurlec
him fifteen paces through the door of a nearby house. His nrrent-
grandfather enjoved the reputation of having been even stronger. One
of his uncles succeeded in growing to a hei,?ht of six feet and five
inches. His father had taken up the study of philosophy, juris-
prudence, and eorestrv- in Cologne and Bonn, and in 1705 under the
regime of the French Republic, had received a position as " garde
geneVale des camps et forets." He was at the time an ardent Repub-
lican, and his enthusiasm led. him to criticize his former, teachers
-
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severely for not daring to prnfoss puMicly the ropuhl ican principles
which thov had inculcated in him
.
However, when he was made inspector
of forests under the new Prussian rule in 1815, he also became world-
ly wise and adapted himself to the circumstances. This explains the
Pact that he never sought to influence his son Karl in the direction
of republicanism. Indeed, he was never able to understand the pecul-
iar nature of his s°n, and therefore f.ailed completelv in the choice
of the proper method o° bringing him up, seeking to accomplish by
force and harshness what leniency and sympathy alone coulri have
achieved.
After the death of his mother he was placed in t^e hands
of the parents and the sister of his mother, who lived in the little
village of Nievenheim. His relatives, as almost all the people in
this village, belonged to the Catbol : c Church, and were haunted, bv
the prevalent superstitions of the time, with which they plaved upon
his youthful imagination. A little later he was placed in the local
schools, where be also received religious instruction. He was even
selected to assist the priest in the ceremonies of the mass and to
carry the crucifix at the head of processions. At the age of nine
he was sent to Wittlar, where his education was continued under the
supervision of his paternal uncle, the "Domherr" Efeinzen, who in-
tended to prepare him for the priesthood, but soon relinquished the
the idea. This religious training was without doubt one oC the fac-
tors that caused his antipathy and hostility against every church
and everv religion which he showed in later life. This narrow life,
with all its dead formalism and its many superstitions, vjxr, bound to
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produce ;» reacting in a cl oar-headed , logical person like Heinzen,
When his father moved to Clove some time later and tonic
Ills four children with him, Heinzen rejoiced, for now be came to
live in a large city, and could also attend the local Gymnasium,
where a larger circle of acquaintances could he found. But lie fared
no hetter here. Not only were there continual conflicts hctwoen him
and his father, against whose harsh treatment he rebelled, but he
also had many clashes with the teachers at the Gymnasium, rhe dry
routine of the school, with its manv regulations, was repulsive to
him, and to give vent to his anger he resorted to pranks of all
kinds, which almost drove his superiors to desperation. To put an
end to the continual warfare, his father sent him to a priva'te in-
stitution at Kemnen, the Director of which was his coll ege-mate and
friend. But this was going from the frvin«r-pan into the fire, for
the school was a former monastery, manv of whose teachers were
priests. It was a veritable prison, and every movement was controlled
bv stringent rules. Every morning the hundred inmates were obliged
to attend church service at an early hour, not to speak of Sundays
and bolidays, and during the dav they passed most of the time in the
classes or in tbeir rooms, with little opportunity to enjoy free-
dom in the onen air. It is not surprising that under such circum-
stances a healthy, robust person like Heinzen, sought relief by
harrowing and tormenting his teachers wherever possible. Finally his
father was asked to rerove the rebel fror.i the school, but upon his
father's plea another trial was made. The Director now accorded him
more humane treatment, hetter adapted to his peculiar nature, and

the results wore satisfactory, so that ho could leave the college
with a fairly good testimonial . But when he reentered t^e Gymnasium
at Clove, conditions had not chanced there, and the old rebellious
spirit broke out again, now taking refuse in noro refine1 "cans, in
verses and satires on his teachers. In his whole conduct of this
time he already manifests the future revolutionist, who, as he him-
self says, must he horn; whom circumstances mav he ahle to develop,
hut not to create. In his autobiography he says: "Fror chi] dhood on
nothing was more odious to me, than to do somethi ng because others
did so, or to recognize something because it had the sanction of
tradition. My natural feeling rebelled against everything that I was
to do without my own initiative, inclination, or conviction. On the
other hand, I alwavs expressed mv opinions openly, and was more in-
clined to show a hostile, rather than a friendlv attitude. "
*
Before even finishing the complete course at t'^e Hvmnasi-
um, he went to the University of Bonn in 1S27, and registered as a
student of medicine. He was, however, more interested in the study
of history and literature, and neglected the study of medicine. One
day, while he was obliged to dissect a corpse before the class, he
was so filled with horror that he gave up medicine in disgust, and
devoted himself exclusively to philology. He did not at first take
part in the customary drinking and duelling of the students, but
many societies cast admiring and longing glances on his imposing
» Gesammelte Werke, Vol. Ill, p. 3H.
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fMfrure. When on one occasion he had given W ienbarg, who was later
to play an important role In " vonne: Germany", and who had smashed a
wine-bottJo on the head of a small opponent, a pood thrashing, and
thrown him out of the room, lie yielded to the entreaties to loin the
"Westphalia 1* , and became a member. He was soon recognized as one of
the most formidable duellists on the floor, and manv students re-
ceived marks of distinction from his sword which they kept all their
lives. But with the professors he was or no better terms than in his
previous years, and they had to suffer many annnvances as the re-
sult of his dissatisfaction. His insolent demeanor and his sarcastic
tone of speech against his superiors caused his dismissal in 1829,
Heinzen did not shed any tears on this account. On, the
contrary, he was more glad than sorry, for now he felt himself freed
from all the oppressing limitations under which he had suffered and
fumed all his ]ife. He had long felt an ardent longing for a wider
sphere of action, for adventures, and for travel. But the Jack of
money, which thwarted many other plans of his in the future, was
an insurmountable obstacle. With an adventurous friend he therefore
decided to go to East India, with one of the regiments of Holland,
In the fall of the same year thev set out for Holland, and soon were
enlisted as "Unterofficiere" in an expedition for Batavia. But here
life was almost unbearable. The strict discipline of a soldier's
life, the hardships of the Jong voyage, and the monotonous, weari-
some life in Batavia were too much for him. He applied for his re-
lease, and was fortunate enouprh to secure it. Sixteen months after
his departure he again landed in Rotterdam, penniless as before. It
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1s Interesting to vote, that the Julv Revolution In Frnnco, of which
however, he did not hear until his return in 1831, did not affect
him 1n the least. His political interest was not to he awakened un-
til later.
He was, however ashamed of his destitute condition, and
too proud to go home as a prodigal son. On the other hard, he had
not "been permanentlv cured of his romantic desire for travel and ad-
venture, and was considering the possibility of another vovage
,
pos-
sibly to America, but in order not to hecome a deserter, he first
entered the Prussian Army as M einjSbriger freiwill iger"
.
During this
time he became acquainted with Louise Moras, the daughter of a law-
yer in Kleve, the widow of the Rittmeister Schiller. She was a wo-
man of remarkable ability, beautiful, cultured, and kind. For a time
they avoided each other, but when thev became better acquainted and
saw the similarity of their ideals and aspirations, their fate was
sealed, and thev decided to marry. All Heinzen' s other plans were
thus suddenly shattered, and he now was obliged to secure some means
j
of livelihood, not onlv for himself, but a] so for the four children
of his wife, What \vas he to do? Re had no source of Income; he had
not even learned a trade. The only way out of the difficulty seemed
to be to secure a position as tax-collector in the civil service of
; Prussia, but this was not such an easv matter after all . After many
disgusting experiences in the so-called examinations, he finally
secured a position a year and a half later. During the next eight
years he pursued this as an occupation, living first in the city of
Kleve, and afterwards in Gummersbach, ElberPeld, and Cologne. In
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Cologne ho advanced to the position of revenue-inspector, and lator
served in the capacity of "TCol ] at ionator" in the office of the Di-
rector of Revenues of his province. Before, he left TQove, irhen he
was hardly twenty-six years old, his wife died. She had been a true
comrade to him and the only consolation in his many trials. Deep as
his grief was, he was not even granted a few days leave from the
monotonous work at which he was engaged. But the four children had
to he fed and provided for, and for their sake he continued at his
task, which at times was almost unbearable. His remuneration was
two hundred and forty dollars per year, a small enough sum on which
to rear a family, especially when he was obliged to spend whole days
on his inspection tours and pay extra for board and lodging;. But
there were other causes for dissatisfaction and opposition. The whole
system, with the wholesale suppression of all individual effort, was
repulsive to his independent and freedom-loving; nature. He objected
to being used as a mere machine, and wanted free play for his own
inclinations. To put an end to this servility he finally severed his
j
connections with the service after a "personal struggle of eight
years with the bureaucracy". The political side of the question had
not yet influenced him, or been a factor in his opposition. Although
of a republican disposition, he had not as yet reached that stage of
clear understanding of the political aspect. His struggle was an en-
tirely personal affair, without any general revolutionary tendencies.
However, his service in the bureaucracy was a practical training
school for his later opposition, and furnished him with the material
for his enoch-making treatise: "The Prussian Bureaucracy",
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After quitting the civil .service-, Hoinzon attempted to
make a living from the proceeds of his publications, hut he soon saw
that this was Impossible, and accepted a more remunerative position
as "Direktionssokretftr" of the "Rheinische Fisenhahngesoll schaft"
,
and later as Secretary of the Fire Insurance Company at Aachen. But
he was ahle to find time for writtns nevertheless, and. published a
collection of his poems, several comedies, and a narrative of his
voyage to Batavia, and his experiences there. He also acted as cor-
respondent for the "Leipziger All «remeine" and the "Mannhoimer Abend-
zeitung" and later for the "Rheinische Zeitung" in Cologne.
The ahove mentioned hook, "The Prussian Bureaucracy", was
a landmark in Heinzen* s career. Tts hostile reception hy the Prussian
authorities, and the suhsequent persecution of Ileihzen, were the real
causes which made him extend his personal struggles for freedom to
a general political opposition and a revolutionarv campaign of sweep-
ing: campaign. This hook had heen forbidden hy the authorities a year
beforo it actually made its aopearance. Nevertheless Heinzen, as oh- i
I
stinate as ever, decided to puhlish it, and found a very ingenious
method of circulating it. When he had announced the proposed plan
and contents of the hook, and had asked for contrihutions for its
publication, the whole police was instructed to keep an open eye on
proceedings, and to confiscate any copies that might appear. But
Heinzen had not made public the name of the publisher, and secretly
had instructed him to arrange the distribution in such a 'ray that
the book would arrive in all the Prussian cities at approximately
the same time. The booksellers were urged to dispose of , them immedi-
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ately. rhose Instructions were all properly carried out, and thus th~
authorities wore nhle to lay their hands on only n few copies. The
hook created a groat sensation, not only on account of the daring
language, hut also on account of the author's intimate and thorough
knowledge of his subject, and later as high as t^n to twelve dollars
were paid for a single copy.
As soon as the hook arrived in Cologne, nroceedings were
instituted against Heinzen on the grounds of "causing dissatisfaction
with the -overnment among its citizens." Heinzen at first intended
to appear and answer the charge, if the case were heard hy a irnner
court, hut he got wind of another charge, made in secret, for lese-
majesty. Convinced now that he would not «;et an impartial hearing,
he took the advice of friends, and crossed the Belgian horder in
Novemher, 1S44, hefore the intended arrest could he made. A so-called
"Stechhrief " was issued against Heinzen, hut he immediately replied
hv another "Stechbrief " in which he givos his notives for his pre-
vious acts, and severely criticizes the existing conditions with
passionate eloquence. This, of course, only endangered his position
all the more,, hut Heinzen was not the man to he influenced by con-
sideration of his personal safety, and from this time on, he devoted
all of his energies, at least as far as Germany was concerned, to
the cause of revolutionary propaganda.
In Brussels he awaited the decision of the court, and when
he learned in 'Tarch, 1R45, that he had heen convicted on the charge
of treason, he did not feel safe even in this free state, fearing
that Prussia would either request his extradition from the Belgian

government, °r attempt to secure his person through tho agency of
secret spies. He clodded therefore to ma'*o his escape while it was
still possible. With Ferdinand Freiligrath, who had come to the same
conclusion, lie made the wearisome tvip to Switzerland, which had "been
the destination or many refugees before him.
His family, which had been living with relatives in Heidel-
berg during his stay in Brussels, now ioined him, and they made Zu-
rich their home. Heinzen now became the leader in a vigorous cam-
paign for a revolution in Germany. Freiligrath, Rocre, Herwegh, and
Julius FrRbel were his most influential allies in this endeavor. To-
gether thev founded a quarterly publication, "The Opposition", of
Which Heinzen was the chief editor. Besides, he was the author of
numerous "Fl ogschriften"
,
pamphlets, which he alwavs managed to smug-
gle into Germany despite the vigilant eyes of the police.
Regarding this period in his life, Heinzen tells us in his
blosranhy: "I never felt prouder in mv life than at this time, when
I, as a single individual, could offer resistance to this mighty
power, before which seventy million's trembled. I did not delude ray-
self with the idea that I would be able to cause a. revolution through
the mere publication of revolutionary pamphlets; nor did T have any
inkling of the fact that it was to follow so swiftly. But I had
hopes that the servile Germans would eventually become rebellious
through the reckless expression or my revol ut ionarv opinions, and
that my example could not but make followers. I wanted to carry tjie
audacity of my language so far that there could be no other possibil-
ity but drastic action. A people will Finally learn to lesiro and to
do, what it has learned to think and to feel. At the same time I in-
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tended to incite tlio reactionary party to a Till nrl rape, so that they
themselves would call for resistance bv force through their repres-
sive measures. A revolutionary conspiracy, or the organizat ion Tor
a definite act, was out of the question. I on] " wanted to shape the
thoughts and feelings by spiritual and nsvchol epical means, and to
prepare them, so that they could utilize the proper opportunity for
a general rising, the impulse to which is usually given bv the re-
action itself. An activity of this kind, continued for years, -.cannot
remain without results, and I am still convinced that, a single
writer who can reach an oppressed people from a place where his
safety is insured, is able to cause the downfall of any reaction."
"The Opposition", which was really published by Leske in
Darmstadt, but which appeared nominally in Mannheim, was soon sup-
pressed by the police. Instead, Heinzen issued a new naper, "Der
teutschc Tribun", anonymously in Zurich. But the stvle ivas soon rec-
ognized as that of Heinzen, and the. Prussian Government propested
against it to the authorities at Zurich. The pemit for his residence
in Zurich was extended to a neriod of only six more months, with the
condition that no more such pamphlets be issued, no matter where
published. But this condition was disregarded bv Heinzen, and a
great number of satires continuer! to be distributer! in Germany.
Now the conservative party in Zurich became alarmed, and most of the
leading newspapers in Switzerland condemned Heinzen and his policy.
# Erlebtes, II, 10 S ff
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When finally the Bavarian Government added its protest to that of
Prussia, Heinzen was compelled to leave Zurich. His attempts to set-
tle in Bern and other places failed, and so lie decided in 1847 to
emigrate to America.
Through the Duke of Braunschweig, who issued the "Deutsche
Zeitung" in London, in which he reprinted most of Heinzen 1 s hitter
criticisms, Heinzen was also made acquainted with Wilhelm von Fich-
thal ; the l atter was editor of the "Schnellpost" in New York, and hy
reprinting- many of the "Fl ogschriften" , had interested the Germans
in America in the support of revolutionary propaganda. When Heinzen'
s
position became untenable in Switzerland, *Wllhelm von Eichthal In-
vited him to come to New York and assist him in editing the "Schnell-
post". Thus Heinzen departed from Switzerland, and. in January, 1848,
he arrived in New York. Eichthal was, however, no more among the
J
living when he arrived, but an enthusiastic reception had been pre-
pared for him by the Germans in New York. As Heinzen was wholly with-
out means, a friend had purchased the "Schnellpost" for him already
before his arrival. With Ivan Tissowski, the former revolutionary
dictator of Kra^'au, as co-editor, Heinzen immediately set an extreme-j
radical program. His one aim and desire was a revolution in Germany,
and to this he devoted all his energies. Whoever did not agree with
his opinions, was unnercifullv criticized. Thus he soon became es->
tranged from a number of influential Gorman Liberals, in New York,
who were opposed to such drastic revolutionarv methods. Heinzen
knew no compromises, ard considered all those his enemies who did
I not go to the extremes which he advocated. Ridicule and sarcasm were
the weapons, with which lie fought for his project.
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Heinzen did not limit himself to affairs in Germany, hut
also applied his extreme principles to American conditions, con-
demning in sweeping terms the policies of the various political par-
ties. To counteract these evil tendencies he wanted to found a new
radical party, which was to carry out his hifrh ideals, hut he found
few receptive ears for such an undertaking. He was told that he wns
still "too green" in the country to have a valid judgment in its
affairs, and was simply ignored. Heinzen was not slow to take re-
venue for this failure by scathing; articles in his paper on the stu-
pidity of the Germans in America.
Thus in a few weeks he had made a host of enemies and only
a verv few friends. Even with the Socialists, who had welcomed him
as their Saviour, he had a row, as well as with the laboring classes
and the communists.
While in the midst of this agitation, the steamship Cam-
bria suddenly brought the news on March 13th, 1848^ of the flight of
Louis Philippe ani the establishment of a Provisional Government in
i
France. The excitement in New York knew no bounds, anri meetings were I
held everywhere in honor of the event. Heinzen writes: "I count this
day the happiest which I have experienced in America, What excite-
ment, what hopes, what a satisfaction for the faith in a great ideal "
He wanted to return to Europe immediately, for he was confident that
a revolution in Germany would follow, but he ha r1 not even ten dollars,
* Erlebtes, II, P.19G.
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Unon issuing a proclamation in the "Schnellpost", calling for funds
to support a similar revolution in Germany, ho received a small sum
of nonev, and when the "Cambria1' returned on March 27th, Heinzen
sailed with it.
Arriving in London a few weeks later, he found the saine
excitement there among the Germans. After a few davs stav with Frei-
ligrath, he went to Geneva via Paris, where he found his family
penniless as always, hut taken care of hy friends. He had expected
to be elected a member of the Frankfort Parliament, but things had
meanwhile come to such a pass that all hopes were lost for the Rad-
icals. Hearing of the formation of a revolutionary armv in Bodon
under the command of Hecker, he changed his plans and joined him.
Having: preached revolution for so Ions: a time, he now felt it to be
his duty to put his theories into practice, since the opportunity
had presented itself. But Heinzen and Becker could not agree. And
when the attempted rising became an ignominious failure, they parted
as bitter enemies.
Heinzen hereupon joined Struve and Karl Blind in Strass- .
burg as a member of the "committee for the further propagation of
the revolution", but this committee was dissolved bv a commissioner
of Lamartine who did not- hesitate to use force in order to effect
the dissolution. Heinzen decided to return to Switzerland, and to
carrv on the agitation by means of his powerful pen, but his embit-
tered tone o^ speech caused his expulsion from most of the Cantons.
Hoping to find security in his former place of refuge, Geneva, he
went there, but the Confederate Council now requested his expulsion
from the whole domain of Switzerland, and the President, *azy, was
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only too willing to execute this command, Nevertheless Heinzen nnn-
agod to pass the winter in Geneva secretly, in the hnnsc of a friend,
the scholar Galeer.
When the revolution broke out anew, however, in the Palat-
inate and in Baden, in the spring of 1849, Heinzen immediately de-
parted ror Karlsruhe to offer his assistance. But his participation
was to be cvon more of a failure than in the previous vear. Whereas
he had onlv clashed with Hecker in the first vear, he now came into
conflict with almost all the leaders, with Brentano, Peter, Struve,
Willich, and Siegel , As a result, he was condemned to remain in a
state of sorrowful inactivity. Under the auspices of the publisher
Hoff, he now established a "literarv bureau", the object of which
..
ras to furnish leading articles for the different democratic papers.
Embittered as he was, these articles were more of the nature of sat-
irical criticisms, rather than an enthusiastic encouragement of the
revolutionary movement. The rapirl advance of the Prussians soon put
an end to the whole movement, and Heinzen was again obliged to flee
j
to Switzerland Tor protection.
With Struve and Mazzini he began to publish another revo-
lutionary journal called "Der Vftl kerbund" , but only one copv appeared
The authorities again became alarmed at the great number of refugees
who were pouring into Switzerland from all sides, and requested a
number of the leaders, among them Heinzen, to leave the country,
Heinzen refused, on the grounds of having no money, and it was there-
fore decided to pav his expenses for transportation to America, But
Heinzen still had hopes of another revolution, and protested against
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being deported to America, and therefore his destination iras chanced
to Eng] and.
Arriving in London, Heinzen lost none of his onthusiazm
for the revolution, and immediately looked for ways and means to
continue his literary activity. But writing an article was easier
than publishing it. The Duke of Braunschweig finally consented to
print his pamphlet, "Die Lehren der Revolution". Its appearance
caused a great scandal in London, and the London Times, which branded
him as a revolutionary monstrosity, even went so far as to request
his expulsion. Although he was personally unmolested, he found it
continually more difficult to gain a livelihood. With the help oP
Mazzini he scraped tocether enough money to enable him to emigrate
to America for the second time, accompanied bv his second wife and
his children,
During his absence Ileinzen had sent frequent contributions
to the "Schnel lpost" , and at first they were read xriMi great inter-
est. But when the sarcastic condemnations of Decker appeared, the
j
friends became gradually estranced from him. This was Heinzen' s bit-
ter experience when he arrived in New York for the second time in
October, 1850, and when a little later he announced a lecture on the
Revolution, and the causes for its failure, onlv thirty two people
made their appearance. That no money could be made bv lectures was
evident, and as there was no opportunity at present to engace in
journalistic work, he was soon obliged to seek work in the workshop
of a friend. But in 1851, after the "Vol kerbund" had to be abondoned
nfter the first issue, he was offered the editorship of the "Schnell-

post" by the owner, and he gladly accepted. He continued his former
independent and radical policy in the paper. Hut now the German-
American nress, which had ignored him formerly, began to attack him,
[ and as we can imagine, Heinzen was not slow in replying:. The new
Hadical Party, of which he was to he the leader, was made the sub-
ject of many editorials. Although his hopes were not realized, he
managed to start a Democratic Society amon*v the new] v immigrated
Germans, with the express ob.ject "to reform the United States and
to revolutionize Europe", Besides the formation of an army for the
.
next European war, Heinzen also had a remedy for the American con-
ditions in a comprehensive platform, from which the following sen-
tences are quoted as illustrations of his advanced ideas:
"It is the duty of Congress to abolish slavery in the Dis-
trict of Columbia, and in all those places which are under its ex-
clusive jurisdiction. - V.T^ are opposed to further slave states or
slave territories. - The building of a railroad to the Pacific Ocean
is not to he left to private individual s, hut should l>e undertaken
"by Congress. - We demand universal suffrage without distinction of
race or color. - We demand the election of all officials hv the di-
rect vote of the people. - The recall of representatives shall he
established by law. - We consider it the duty of the legislature to
limit the time of work to eirrht, or at most, to ten hours a day for
,
adults, and to five hours for children." *
It is not to he denied that Heinzen also made manv demands
» Deutsche Pionier, Vol .13, r> . 162 ff.
L
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in this platform which bore evidence or his unfamil iar i ty with Amer-
ican conditions. But on the whole it created a sensation, and even
greater opposition, which, however, only incited Heinzon to more
emphatic rtenunciatl ons.
In September, 1851, Ileinzen severed his connections with
the "Schnellpost" , and with the aid of friends, was ahle to establish
the "New Yorker Deutsche Zeitung", which, however, was discontinued
in December of the same year for financial reasons. The next venture
was a weekly paper, the "Janus", which after a year, suffered the
same fate. During the summer of 135? Ileinzen made a lecturing: tour
I throurrh the United States, speaking on some radical themes in Phila-
delphia, Washington, Cincinnati, Dayton, Toledo, St. Louis, Chicago,
and Milwaukee, But at the end of his trip his treasury showed a def-
\
icit, and his health had also suffered considerably.
His next paper was the "Ilerold des Westens" in Louisville,
which was destroved by fire on December 3rd, 1S53, three months
•after Hoinzen had become its editor. Tn the same vear the "Pionier"
i
i
came into existence, which appeared first in Louisville, then in
I
Cincinnati, and then in New y"ork; since 1859 it has appeared in Bos-
ton.
The "Pionier" was to be the crowning work of Ileinzen' s life,
j
It was indeed a pioneer in the propagation or radicalism, and in it
Heinzen expresses his ideas regarding the inalienable rights of man
nnd of nations freely and unreservedly. Fearlesslv and ceaselessly
he devoted himself to the realization of his high ideals: free human
beings, free nations, and above all, a free German Fatherland, In
|
the "Pionier", he also expressed his opinions regarding '"German lit-
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•rature, which form the subject or this work.
The "Pionier" continued to appoar until December, 1879,
when a paralytic stroke forced Heinzcn to take leave of his readers.
Finally, after a prolonged period of sickness, he die r1 on November
12th, 13S0, and was "buried on Noveinher 15th # A great number of
friends, men and women, were present at the ceremony to pay him a
last tribute of honor. The "Turnverein" of Boston^ and the "Orpheus"
glee club rendered a few hymns, and S, R. KBhler, editor of the
American Art Review, delivered an oration in German, while Mrs. Erlnah
0. Cheney delivered one in the English language.
Heinzcn was without doubt one of the great men in German-
American history. H. A. Rattermann gives him the following charac-
terization: "He was a giant in mind an in body, and he prosecuted nil
of his endeavors with the most inflexible enern, For him there ex-
isted no authority, no limitations. Popular favor and friendship
were alike disregarded in hi activities; tolerance was unkrovrn to
him, when his own opinions came into consideration. Far removed from
\
-
the possibility of corruption, he sat m judgment over the social
and political conditions, and like a Zeus he hurled his polemical
thunderbolts against all, friends or enemies. A despot, he main-
tained the infallibility of his own opinions; and woe to him who
dared to gainsay him. There was a certain sel f-f1 orification in his
manners, which he always showed. But in regard to his material wel-
fare he sacrificed everything, even to privation, in order to satis-
fy his ambition. Nevertheless he was a character such as seldom ap-
pears in history, an r"! a thinking person who is ahle to riso above the

ordinary "in this world, will alwavs ir^'ire t'*o groatnoss of Hoinzon
and appreciate his ceaseless striving," •
Among the trngl isli speaking Americans Heinzen also f 1 :i -7 his
admirers, although his activities were restricted almost exclusively
to the German language. As an example or the high esteem in which
he was held, I will quote the words of George Chainey, which are
taken from a lecure which he delivered on Heinzen in Paine National
Hall in Boston:
"Karl Heinzen sleeps the dreamless sleep of eternal rest.
He lies today "beneath the forest trees he loved. Shall I say lie?
Nay, he is not there. He, like one of lod, has risen, not in the
flesh, nor that I know of in spiritual consciousness. I do not say
he has not, because I know not all the secrets of life, ruch more of
death. But he is not hidden within the tomb. Friends may plant flow-
ers there, and water them with tears; a marble monument may mark the
place of his rest; but when the flowers are all dead, when the trees
have fallen beneath the axe or the hand of time, when the marhl
e
monument has crumbled back into dust, and the very place is blotted
from the memory of man, Karl Heinzen will live on with an ever wid-
ening influence in the thoughts and loves of men. It matters hut
little whether his name live or die: the work for truth and human-
ity he wrought shall endure while men exist. Things are not what
they seem. The great men of this age are not those who are feasted,
# Deutsche Pionier, Vol. 13 p. 241.

and run after by the crowd, but the patient pioneers who wi th giant
blows are making a clearing in the forest of superstition, causing
tbe wilderness to blossom ns a rose, and for the sickening, deadly
malaria of piety that saps the manhood of our ofre, bringing the
health of self-reliance and the joy of self-respect .. They nre the"
men and women who, through the lorg; night watches o° the world's
ignorance, keep brightly flaming: the torch of thought, and so are
constantly widening the skirts of light, an'1 making the struggle
with darkness narrower. When man comes to his own; when each child
born into the world finds all the avenues of trut-i open to his ex-
ploring mind: when art gladdens every eve with its cheering ray;
when right and justice between man and man are the only gods; when
the State in its devotion to the happiness of all, is but the out-
ward expression of the best instincts of humanity; when the heaven
men strive to win is on the earth, and the highest honor is to be a
man; - then, but not before, will be learned the full life and les-
son of Karl Heinz en', w *
* Deutsche Pionier, Vol. 13, p. 241 ff.
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CHAPTER III.
HEINZEN' S POETRY AND LITERARY ACTIVITY,
Karl Ileinzen' s name will not live or die with his poetry.
His greatness does not depend on any literary productions, hut upon
his mighty personality, his inflexible will, his high ideals of a
free humanity, for which he fought with such admirable persistency.
If he had no other claims for recognition .and immortality except his
poetry, he would long since have been forgotten. Nevertheless it will
not he out of place here to d°vote a few pages to the consideration
of his poetry, as it will add to the more complete picture of the
man, and reveal to us some of his ideals and aspirations. The desire
to write poetry manifested itself very early in Ileinzen, and already
during his attendance at the Gymnasium in Kleve, he was engaged in
writing verses, mostly satires at the expense of his teachers. His
literary studies at the University of Bonn increased his rlosire to
achieve distinction as a poet. As early as 1327, ".'hen he was only
eighteen years old, he issued his first manifesto, criticizing in no
uncertain terms the shallowness and imitativeness in the poetry of
his contemporaries, and setting up a program which he expected to
adopt. The poem, "Ermannung eines Jungen Poeten" , is modelled after
the "knittelverse" of Hans Sachs, and the iamhic verse of Goethe*
s
Faust. In it Heinzen complains of the lack of originality in the
productions of his time. One regards Goethe as his master and is hent
on approximating his manner as closely as possible:

"Will Kftnstlerleben bo recht irft thind ich umfassen
Und sicli in seiner Spraoh 1 und *>ty]
So recht gemachlich gBthisch gehen lassen."
Another seeks his ideal in hoinh;istic verses and rhetorical flights,
and thus hopes to hare rivalled Schiller, hut
"Der Schiller sturnt zwor in don Versen,
Doch in deni Versemacher nicht'. "
The third is striving to write in the form of Klopstock' s odes:
"Sein Nachbar hrummt Tllopstockisch-odisch,
Dasz euch der Kopf wird antipodisch. *
And he summarizes the whole artificiality, with its empty phrases
and dead verses:
"So pla<rt sich jeder was er kann,
Es 1st ein Jammer anzusohen;
Nach Unnatur, nach Prunk streht Jedermann,
tfahrheit will keiner nhon und verstehen.
Sie phnntasieren H5ll' und Ilinmelwarts
,
Und sind zufriedon, sind nur Worte fO elch zur Hand,
Und redet i Tir Verstand, so spricht er ohne Ilerz,
Und redet gar ihr ITerz, verlier'n sie den Verstand,
Nicht fiherdacht, 'fas sie geffihlt,
Und nicht "-efnhlt, was sie gedaeht,
So ist f s wie man mit Vvorten spielt,
.

So ist' s wie man Gedichto macht. "
Heinzen scorns to follow in the footsteps of the threat
masters, "but yet he feels that, lie is a child of his tire, and that
his powers of creation are limited. Therefore he decides to dedicate
himself to satire, confident that where there is so little to praise
he will find so much more to denounce:
"So stent' s nun mit tier jungen Poesie,
Dcr ich gewoiht mein "bur «:erl ich Genie.
Vfie bring* ich Licht und Hath dareln?
Nach&ffer werden will ich nie,
Und doch beherrscht mich die Zeit wie sie:
Zum Hchaffen reicht nicht Phantasie,
Zu Oden nicht der Schwung all e in,
Die Elescie macht mir und And' ren Pein,
Und donnoch musz jredichtet sein.
Ich denke, die Satvre ist
Doch audi, urn ein Genie zu adeln,
Und wo nichts nehr zu lohen ist,
Da lilt es urn so mehr zu tadeln.
Drum sei f s*. Die Eles;ie ist mir fatal,
Dem Wort jrep rang' und Schwun<r will ich entsa.q;en,
So word' ich dieser Narrenwel t einmal
Recht frank und derh die Tahrheit sagen. " *
* Gedichte, pp. 47-52.
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Considering that this was written in the some year in
which Heine's "Buch dor Liedor" and "Roisehilder" appeared, we
ml cht almost regard Heinzen as one of the forerunners of "oting Ger-
manv", Heinzen evidently felt that a rev; period was beginning: to
dawn in German literature, and he here expresses the theory which
Heine and "Young Germany 11 were to put to practical us^ later. The
battle cries of the new Storm and Stress period are here all clearly
enunciated: the disgust at the slavish imitations of Goethe and Schil
ler, the craving for something new and original, the demand to speak
openly and truthfully on all matters, the tendency to satire.
In another poem, entitled "Denken und Poesie", Heinzen
expresses similar opinions. True poetry is not produced hy cold cal-
culation of the head, hut it is the spontaneous expression of the
soul. Onlv the artless, childlike soul is surrounded bv the veil of
poetry, a gift of heaven, and not a commodity to he bought:
"0 kindliche Seele,
Unschuld1 ger Natursinn,
Verschwund' nes Geschenk eincr fernen Zeitl
Nur du kennst das Glftckt
Vom ffissen, vom Denken,
Vergebens gesucht.
Du kindliche Seele, von Genien bewacht,
Nur dich sucht das Glftck,
Denn du suchst es noch nicht.
Von Traumen gewoben,
Umsplnnt dich der rosige Flor,

Nur dir hrinct die Dichtung;
Don Himmel in f s Ilorz,
Unci, ohno don Poszquell,
Bist du nur ihr Llebling. n
What an ideal conception of poetry, what a eulon-y of the
simple, natural, unaffected poems of the groat masters like Goethe
and MBrikeJ But Heinzen does not find this spontaneity in his con-
temporaries :
"Icli hflre, Dichter, in deinem GediCht
Nicht singen deine Lust,
Nicht seufzen deine Schmerz;
Sagen hflr' ich dich nur zu mir,
Dasz du vorsinp-st mir deine Lust,
Und vorseufzest deinen Schmerz."
And he complains with great emotion:
"Ach, keine freie
Bl ume der Natur
Musz selhst die Dichtung
Die Tochter werden
Der mtthsam treihenden Kunst?"
"r
e see that Heinzen has clearly crasped nnrl expressed the
* Gerlichte, pp. 53-58.
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essential difference between genuine and countrj.f»cit poetry, a dis-
tinction which will be valid for all time. Rea] p no try must be the
expression of the persona] experience, it must be the result of an
inner impulse, and cannot be manufactured according to given rules.
Let us now consider to what extent Heinzen has reached tMs
' ideal in his own poetry. During the next fifteen years he produced a
great number of poems, the voyage to Batavia and his experiences
;
there, the attachment to his bride, and the death of his wife, giv-
|
ing the occasion for most of them. Even during his service as tax-
collector in the Prussian bureaucracy he occasionally found the in-
spiration to write, and in 1S41 a collection of his poems was pub-
lished in Cologne. His contemporaries evidently thought very highly
of his achievements, and as eminent a critic as Wolfgang Menzel , the
"literarv pope" in Stuttgart, devoted two pages to a review of Heinz-
en' s poems. He is very favorably impressed with them, and considers
them stifficient proof of his poetic talent. To quote his own words:
"So findet sich hier denn manches Gedicht, bei dem wir die
Freude haben, zu ffthlen, dasz es in schweren und leichten Stunden
frci entstanden und nicht gemacht sei. Es weht darin ein Hauch des
Lebens, ba] d ein ranker und kalter, bald abor anch ein zarter, von
fremdartigen Dnften trunkener Hauch. der tins ftberzeugt, der Dichter
hat Tirkliches erlebt, er hat nicht blosz hinter seinem Fonster Phan-
tasieblumen auf gekrankel t. " *
As one of the most characteristic and beautiful poems of
» Literaturblatt
,
Feb. 7, 1R42

the whol e collection, Mensel quotes Transients from "Die Musik", which
remind him of Hfllderlin's muse. As an Illustration T will cite only
the first eijrht lines:
"Fmpfindnnsc selt'ner Lust'. Ion Mn allein
Und ffthle doch so freundllch r^ich erheitert,
Die Brust beklon»nen von der Sehnsucht Pein,
Sie ffthlt sich doch so sorsenlos erweitert;
Ich "bin in keinen Fdcntrauni verzttckt,
Und dennoch Ifls' t das Wirkliche die Bande
Ich bin, wle von tier Licbe Lust beglftckt,
Und doch so fern von dem sreliebten Lande . " *
I cannot understand how Menzel was able to detect anv similaritv in
lines like these to the beautiful and touching verses of Hfilderlin.
I fall to be impressed by them. I consider them more an expression
of the hea<i than of the heart. There is an atmosphere of the study,
of calculation, about them. More genuine feeling- is expressed in the
poems dedicated to his wife Luise, when her earlv death had noved
him deeply:
"Nichts mehr zu. haben
In dieser truben, verfideten Welt,
Nichts mehr von deinem Sonnenherzen,
* Literaturblatt, Ibid.

Ntchts mehr von doinor Fl ammenl i oho,
Nichts mehr von don, was Luisc hieszj " »
But on the whole, his poems do not hreatho that spirit of
innermost experience which is so characteristic of true noetry. What
could he more devoid of poetic qualities than the following compari-
sons?
"uu hist de»" Ilauch, der lurch die Zweige Plustert,
Du hist, der Strnl , dor durch die Schatten hricht,
Du hist die Nacht, die mein Asvl umdfistert,
Du hist der Funke von don Morfenl icht ,
"
"Du hist die Rub'
,
die in den Waldern schwelget,
Du hist der Geist, dor in den Lftfton weht,
Du hist dor Duft, der aus den Blumen steinet,
Du hist die Blune solhst, die nie vergeht." *
And thus he continues with twenty more lines, all of the sane pat-
tern
.
But Heinzen himself recognized that odes and elegies were
ahove his powers and inclinations, and therefore he selected the
satire and polemic form of poetry as more oonjreninl to his nature.
He is proud of hein.fr a horn revolutionist, in opposition to existing;
conditions, and an enemv of all compromises:
* Gedichte, pp.- and 13
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"Was .in liehst. fftr dad musst du dcin Lcin^n Iansen,
Was du hassost, muszt du grflndlich, tftfMch hassen!
Wcfr flic Spreu, die vor ("'on' Wind der Lnnnc stiebt,
Vur dor Ilnlbe wcisz nlcht, oh er haszt Oder liehtj"
There is onlv ore alternative, tvrarnv or freedom:
"Froiheit fra/rt euch! irollt ihr mien verlassen?
Tyrannei euch: irollt ihr mich richt hasscn?
Eins der beiden r^uszt ihr wflhlon recht unci schlicht,
Einen Mittelwe£, beim Teufel , sibt es richt." *
The only way to secure this freedom is to fi^frt Tor it. To
beg for it is unworthy of a free man:
"Wer da bettelt urn Liebe, beweis't, dasz er koine verdienet,
• Und urn Freiheit und Recht bettelt nur wcr sie nicht kannt.
VIer nlcht den Kfuth zu fordorn, der hat nicht das Recht zu
erl angen
;
Kampf 1st das Mittel des Rechts, Sieg ist der Freiheit
Rescinn:
Hohn word' Allen zu Theil, die al s Freund behnndeln und
Gunner,
Jeden Rauber des Rechts hinter dem Nimbus der Macht.
Feind ist, Feind bis zum Tod, wer das Nerschtum ranbet dem
Menschen,
# Gedichte I, p.lHO ff.
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Unmovsch 1st, or, Barbar: ITieder mit Jedem Barbar!" #
But, Helnzen was destined to have the bitter experience of
knowing that he stood almost alone in the fight for the realisation
of his ideals. The great mass of the people, for whom lie carried on
his struggle, was not in sympathy with him. Like Ihsen in his "Enemy
of the People", he has come to the conclusion that the real hindrance
to the achievement of his ideals is not the small hut powerful ruling
class of despots, hut the great mass of conservative and narrow-
rinded subjects, who have not the courage and the desire to throw off
the yoke which oppresses them. Like a true prophet he feels that on-
ly after his death will mankind come to recognize the validity of
his doctrines, hut that in the present life he must suffer the lone-
liness which is thr fate of nil great nen:
"Was And' re freut, es 1st fur rlich verloren,
Und was dem Ziel 1st, will die Henge nicht,
Sie wird es wollen erst auf deinem Grahe.
So lebst du nur im Peiche' des Gedankens,
Du wirst ein Fremdllng stets im Leben sein,
Und dei ne ffirkl ichkeit fol frt deinem Tode. "
In his detestation of the mass he sometimes approaches
Nietzsche by the forceful epithets applied to them:
"Und nur. wer es verachtet, wird mit Kttnsten,
-"- Gedichte, p. 147.

g&ngeln. das Alltagsgeschlecht der Menschen,"
But ho is determined to remain firm, to carry "n the fi/rht
for truth and freedom. Above all lio finds the greatest consol ation
In remaining true to himself, oven if he should stand alone against
all the world:
"Und wenn du keinem auch gefnllst, slch selbst
Stets trcu seln, 1st der hfichste Ruhm des Sarins,
So stehst du nun gernstet und cetrttstet;
Was kommen man:, dich wlrf t* s nicht von der Bahn,
Nur elne Qual ?ribt' s, die des Trost' s enthehrt
:
Es 1st der Schmerz, dasz immer fur die proszen
Oedinken slch sn klein zei <?t dlesz Geschlecht.
Wo irlll 1 ger Sinn ist, mangel t der Verstaml,
Und wo Verstand ist, fehlt der wlll*ge Sinn.
Vorstflndnisz, Adel, Grttsze, Schftrhelt, Herz -
Nur diesz, so denkst du, macht den Menschen, und
Doch ist' s so selten in dem Schwarm der Menschen,
Dasz deiner Brust slch stets ertrirtfrt e'er Ruf;
tfie wenijfi: Menschen in der frroszen Menschheit'. n *
In this powerful and sweeping denunciation Heinzen comes
very near the condemnation hurled against the masses by IlKlderlin
and Nietzsche. Ileirzen also resembles the latter in his hate of
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Christianity. Ho once said that Christianity was the religion of the
flowed, the same thought that Nietzsche was to express a little
later. This scorn and detestation for Christianitv also "becomes evi-
dent in sore of his poems. Only a scoundrel and a Christian will
ttke friends with those who have him and molest him with their stu-
pidity.
"Rs 1st lceine Kunst,
Die Men schen zu liehen,
So lane ihre Gnnst
n-lrTri6arlich geKLieben."
"Doch wenn dir nur Hasz,
Und Dummheit begegnen,
So ist es kein Spasz,
Die audi noch zu segnon."
"Das V,'eiseste 1st,
Sie dann zu verlachen,
Nur ein Lump und ein Christ
Wird zu Freunden sie raachen. " *
Ileinzen is also the author of a groat number of epigrams,
which are remarkable chiefly for their hitter sarcasm, ar»d t^eir
merciless derision of his opponents. The philistine In again made
the butt of his ridicule:
• Gedichte, p.llD.
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w
'Vo niit Sonnen und Stornon der Dichter sich lenehtet im
Weitall,
Fappt mi t den Tal rrl ichts tnmpf plump dor Phil 1ster amher. **
More than once in his life Heinzen has acted on the pr»in-
cipl e
:
"Zu erfrouen seine Frounde
1st die schftnste Freud' in Leben,
Doch zu ar scorn seine Feinde
1st der eroszte Spasz danehen. " " .
The inconsistency between the poetrv and the life of the
poets calls fortli his ane:er repeatedly:
"Derweil im Vers ihr das Gemeine richtet,
1st es Gemeinheit, was ihr tut and strebet.
Venn ihr nicht sucht zu leben wns ihr dichtet,
So sucht auch nur zu dichten, was i*>r lebet." " *
His ideal is the man who will put his theories into prac-
tice :
"Halbling ist und ] eicht zu wandeln
Wer nur Verse machen kann,
Aber der Poet im Handel
n
1st der ideal e Mann, " #
» Gedichte, pp. 178 and 214,
# Gedichte, p. 178.
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For the failure of his projects ho takes hitter r^venpe
hy blaming it on the baseness of tho Gornn;;:
"Das H&chste, doch auch das Gomeinste,
V/irst Du im toutschon Weson fin^en,
Dio bSchsten Berge stehen inner
Umfrehen von den tiefstcn Schlunden. " *
He also gives his opinion of the problems that face the
Germans in America:
"Sich amerikanisiren
Heiszt pcanz sich verlieren;
Als Toutscher sic>- treu <reblie"Hen
Heiszt Khre unci Bilduno; lichen:
Doch lieher indianisch,
Al s teutsch-amerikanischl
>
But it was not through his poetry and epigrams, hut mainly
through his writings in prose that Helnzen fourrht for the realiza-
tion of his ideals, and for these he deserves to he remembered. We
have seen in the last chapter that with the appearance of the art-
icle on t Ti e "Prussian Bureaucracy" he became an outspoken revolution
ist. This event also determined the character of his subsequent lit-
erary activity. As an agitator of revolutionary measures, and as an
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active champion of the cause in the field of "battle, the poetic fonn
was inadequate to oxpross his revolutionary ideas, his Utter dis-
satisfaction with the existing rodme, and his program for reforms.
Onlv at intervals he writes poems, his energies nre now chiefly de-
voted to Inciting the public mind to revolt. Ceaselessly he wns en-
gaged in the publication and dissemination of pamphlets to achieve
his end. In all of them he professes his republican principles "boldly
and fearlessly. Some of them were so extremely radical in content
and in language, that even the majority of the more conservative
liberals turned from him. Relentlessly and unmercifully he continued
to pour out his stinging sarcasms on everybody who dared to oppose
him.
The same characteristics can be observed in the various
newspapers which he edited in America, especially in the "Pionier"
.
Most of his articles are written in ar excellent style. Heinzen had
a masterful control of the German language. The sentence structure
is unusually good, and he is always clear and to the point, He has
a great choice of expressions, and is able to speak with such im-
pressiveness and force, as is seldom found. A few characteristic
selections from the "Pionier" will bear out this assertion. In the
following excerpt he inveighs against those materially minded persons
for whom the accumulation of wealth is not a means to an end, but an
end in itself:
"Am Stupideston, Ver&chtl ichsten, und\ Unausstohl ichsten,
sind aber Diejenigen, v/elche glauben, dureh den bloszcn Tositz jenes
Tauschrittel s Alles ersetzen oder verdrangen zu Vftnnen, was dein
.

Menschen erst eigentlich Wort verleiht: Jene Protzen, welche im Br-
wusztsein Hires Doll nrbesi tzcs nit Verachtung auf Goist, Bildung
und Karakterwerth hcrabbl icken
; jone rohen Philister. welche sich
erhahen fiber Goethe und Humboldt stcllen wflrden, wenn diesr]hen
weniger Geld bes&szen, als sie; jene Pfenniftsaristokraten, we] che
welche nit einem Plus von einigen Dollars sich fnr eine anrlore
Monschenart halten lornen, als ibro Nebennenschen, die eine Banknote
weniger in dor Tasche haben; jene r lenden, die dich mit Gerin.^-
Bch&tzung handeln, Oder moiden, wenn sie deinen Beutol leer sehen,
und "or D1r kriechen und Dich verfolsen, wenn Du eine voile Bflrse
ziehst; jene Wichte, die vor Stolz platzen, wenn sie 'Held e-emacht'
haben, und zu Speichell eckern werden, wenn ihnor ein rftchender Teufel
den Sackel abgeschnitten; jene Moral schwarner, denen kein Mittel der
Bereichernnsr zu schlecht 1st, die aber jedo Schlechtigkeit anderen
aufburden, welche den Vorteil des Einen nicht rait dem Nachtoil des
Anderen wollen erhaufen lassen; jene ffthlenden Seel en, die in TrHnen
zerflieszen. wenn sie einen Rechenfehler gemacht haben aber "'it
einen Herzen von Stein dem frenden Unglftch nichts zu bieten haben
'help yourself ; kurz, jene gcmein und niedrig denkenden Menschen,
die nur Sinn fur den Dollar, nur Resnekt vor dem Dollar, nur Wert
durch den Dollar, nur Freude an den Dollar haben." *
A typical illustration for his sarcastic outbursts is the
following reply to the charge of fanaticisn, and at the sane time
* Teutscher Radikal i sinus , Neue Folge, Vol. I, pn.*TO ff.

a contribution to the question of s] nrpry f against wMrh lio carried
on a rigorous campaign;
"In Amerlka heiszon rlie Gegonsatze: Sklaverei unci Prelheit
N'enne die Sklaverei einen Se^en, erklJire sin fflr ein ErfSrdernisz
dor Repuhlik, maclie sic zu einem rational en Tnstitut , breite sie zu
aus mit Feuer und Schwert, schJeppe Schiffsi adungen von Unglftcklich-
aus Afrika hieher, erziehe die mit Peitsche und Folter zum Arbeits-
vieh, verbrenne sie lebendig-, wenn sie noch einon Rest von Mensch-
lichkeit bewahren, um sich gegen deine Unrnenschl ichkeit zu emp6ren,
reisze die Kinder von der Brust der Mutter, um sie einem Kannibalen
zu verhandeln, verkaufe deine eigene Kinder und verschwel ge den Fr-
trag in Gelagen, die Dich zu neuen Verbrechen gegen Menschl ichkeit
und Natur stimulircn - dann hist Du ein Patriot, ein Freund der
Union, cine Stfttze der Ordnung, ein Liebling der Regiorung, ein Mann
des Voiks, eine Zierde der Republik. Aber raffe Dich auf in Zorn
deincr Menschenehre, in der Empftrung deincs Rechts^eftthls, verdamme
rliesen ganzen Zustand als antirepubl ikanisch, als barbarisch, als
infam, und sclwSre Denen, die ibn schaffen und unterhal ten, Feind-
schaft und Verderben, wie sie es verdicr.cn - und wie die moral ische
Logik, die Nemesis der Entwicklung es ihnen unfehlbar bringen wird -
so magst Du Dich als ausgestoszen betrachten aus der Gesellschaft
der "honetten Leute", Du bist ein Feind des Vaterlandes, ein ge-
fahrlicher Mensch, ein "roter Republ ikaner" , ein "Fanatiker. " *
Teutscher Radikal ismus, Keue Fo} ge Vol.JE p t ^!05 t
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Space will not permit to «rivc a nioro comprehensive ncconnt
of IIoinzon f s literary nctivity, but in order to <rive a vivid picture
of the variety of subjects which he discussed, and of the enormous
extent of his labors, I rill arid a list of his publications at the
end of tli is work.

CHAPTER IV.
HEINZEN* S PHILOSOPHICAL AND CRITICAL VIEWS.
In considering Heinzen as a literary critic, we mist not
suppose that he made a profession of literary criticism. He rlid not
write newspaper reviews for the information and edification of his
readers, nor did lie occupy a chair of literary criticism in some
higher school of learning, Heinzen was anything but a conventional
sort of a critic. He does not attempt to secure an objective point
of view, hut formulates his opinions in an entirely subjective man-
ner, without regard to the conventional standards of judgment. As
we have seen above, Heinzen had dedicated his life to the cause of
truth, justice, and freedom for all mankind. In his life-long strug-
gle for the realization of these ideals he passed judgment on the
political, social, anrl economic conditions of his countrymen, and
later also on those of his newly adopted fatherland, America. Simi-
larly he also subjected the literature of his time to a scathing
and severe criticism, accepting or rejecting it, lauding or condemn-
ing it, according to whether it was in agreement with, or in oppo-
sition to, his cherished ideals. That we should find many one-sided
views among criticisms of this kind, which are based entirely on a
subjective attitude towards literature, is only to be expected. Nor
is it my object to vindicate Heinzen' s views in every case. I merely
wish to ,<rive an account of his criticisms, and to seek to explain

then with regard to his ph i lnsonl' i ml and critical views. And as
these views are really the determining factor In his judgments, and
his criticisms merely f ho application of thoso general pr'nciples to
the literary productions o ° his time, it is nceessarv that, wo first
Torn a mro definite conception of his philosophical aT"»d critical
prircipl os
.
Heiir^en himself designates his attitude toward the universe
as that of a materialist. He flatly denies the existence of spirit
as indeponrtont of the material world, and considers mat tor to he the
fundamental constituent or ultimate fact of the univorse. All phe-
nomena of consciousness are reduced. to transformations of material
molecules. "Matter and spirit, or body and spirit, are only two
aspects of one and the same thing. Applied to man, these expressions
can no more mean two different beings than in nature. T^e spirit in
man is onlv a product o° the bodily organism, the spirit, therefore,
is as much material as the body. It is a material acti^itv like elec-
tricity or magnetism, which onlv eludes our senses." * ~. . n ,
' ' Similarly
Iloinzen makes the following distinction botwoen Materialism and
Spiritualism. "Matter is that which exists without regard to human
thoughts, while the "spiritual" (in the sense of the Spiritualists)
exists without regard to matter. Accordingly materialism in that
philosophical view, which has as its basis that which exists in it-
self and through itself; it is the doctrine of that which is, of the
real; while the basis oP spiritualism is that which men have thought
• Teutscher Radikalismus, lleue Folge, I, p. 26.

or imagined. Materia] ism does not therefore reject that which has
"been thought. but it accents it only as a product of matter, and con-
siders it orl v in connect lor and agreement with the same. Tn regard
to the "spirit" one could make the following distinction: Spiritual-
ism lets the mother come into existence through the child, material-
ism lets the child come into existence through the mother.." #
This materialistic view of Heinzen was by no means new or
original. As F. A. Lange points out in his History of Materialism,
it is as old as philosophv itself. In ancient times as well as throu°"i
the Middle Ages and up to modern times, the dualism between matter
and spirit was always a fruitful topic for the speculations of the
philosophers, and philosophical materialism was held on the one si^e,
as well as philosophical idealism on the other. But towards the mid-
dle of the nineteenth century materialism as a phi] osonhical view
came to predominate, and almost drove idealism from the field on-
tirelv. The whole character of the time was verv propitious for ma-
terialism. The idealism of the t\To previous generations, with its
exclusive speculations about the other world, had gradually ] o^t its I
grip, and the problems of this nresent world again became t^e basis
of all consideration. Not the least factor in this change of atti-
tude was the industrial revolution which was going on in Germany at
the this time. Factories were built everywhere, railroads were now
connecting the different parts of the countrv an'1 facilitated the
transpor tat ion of the products, Cities were springing up around the
* Teutscher Had., leue Folge, II, p. 124,
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factories and ,-i iarj?e part or the rural pnpniaMnr became urban. All
oP these momentous events emphasized Tery strongly the importance op
this present, liPe, and consequently the speculations turncv1 Prom
ultra-mundane to mundane affairs. The rise oP materialism was also
intimately hound up with the increased interest in the studies oP
natural science. The philosophical speculation had not solved the
riddle of the universe, and it was evident that the deductive method
would not lead to complete knowledge. The inductive method oP exact
science was expected to reach this goal. The external world was to
he observed as closely as possible, a great number op observations
and experiments were to be made, and onlv from Pacts gained in this
way, general laws were te be formed. It was only at this time that
the first laboratory of experimental chenistrv was established, the
laboratory at the University of Giessen, under the supervision of
Justus von Liebig. Soon similar laboratories were installed at other
universities, and tho study of natural science gradually came to oc-
cupy the Pirst place. With the aid of the microscope and other in-
struments, an insight was possible into a new, undreamed oP world of
j
life, into the world of the most simple organisms, those consisting
j
of onlv one cell. From all these observations a theory something 1 ifee
the following was built up: the whole world can be resolved into
atoms, the last bearers oP any phvsical action. This action is me-
; chanical , and consists oP movements and changes of the atoms and
; atom groups, and enn be ascertained bv laws. The body of nan, of
: animals, and of plants, is erlv to he regarded as a large mechanism,
in which the same laws and forces as in nature are present, and it
can thus be explained and understood. All of these observations

formed welcome material Tor the material 1st i e philosophy. In the (jorl a
of Ludwi tr Feuerb;ich, Jakoh Moleschott, and Ludwi g Httchner, ire find
these ideas incorporatod and workod over* into n svstem of philosophy.
In the works of these men, and from such sources, Heinzen finds
information, and corroboration of his beliefs. All of his arguments
in favor of notorial ism are based on the discoveries of science, the
goddess of truth. Thus he points out that sciorc^ has established
the fact that mattor is eternal, that even in the transformations
caused by fire or by decav, not an atom is lost, but that it only
enters a new combination, and appears in a different form. * science
has indisputable established that there is no matter without force,
and no force without matter. There is no difference between organic
and inorganic nature. Heinzen is also an enthusiastic disciple of
the apostles of materialistic philosophy, of Feuerbach, Bttchner, Voet
and Moleschott, whose books lie has read and studied with "Treat eager-
ness . He quotes these men as authorities for his contentions. Thus
Moleschott is quoted to prove his assertion that there is no differ-
ence between organic and inorganic matter. In another place he calls
Moleschott "without doubt the most radical and genial of all modern
natural scientists; the Feuerbach amonsr the natural scientists, nr
the phvsiol o o-ical complement to Feuerbach,'' *
These views Heinzen not onlv hold for himself, but he
sought to make converts for thorn in most of his writings, and he
» Teutsehc- Had., Neue Folfre, I, p. 28, Ibid, pp. 28-31
for the following references.

looked forward to the t Lme when fchev would ho universally accepted.
And what aro the advantageous results that ho hoped to realize
through the dissemination of these princinlcs? the question whether
or not the acceptance op material law would, ho a gain, Heinzen says,
is equal to the question, whether Knowledge or ignorance , truth or
untruth is a grain. # In the acceptance of materialism lies the de-
struction of all vagueness and deception rogardin"- our most imnortnnt
affairs, regarding tho world and our station in it. =»
Since matter is the onlv thing: that exists, and spirit
only exists as a product of matter, Heinzen accordingly denies the
existence of any kind of a God, and openly professes himself an athe-
ist. All the injustice in the world he considers to he the result of
a mistaken notion regarding the origin, the preservation, and the
future of the world. 3y creatine: an all -powerful God who rules the
world, and who issues commands to the inhabitants of the world, the
priests have been able to secure power over their fellowmen. liy
playing upon their imagination with t^c prospect of a future life,
where the obedient shall be rewarded and the disobedient shall be
[punished, they have boon able to keep their Pellowmen in subjection.
This power has been shared by the rulers and despots, who base their
claim on divine commands. And the people in subjection do not dare
to rise in revellion and shake o^f this oppressing yoke, because
they are afraid of an avenging deity. They have for the most part
not even a desire to free themselves from this oppression, because
*-Teutscher Had., p. 32.
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they arc more cnrccrnod with their fato in the future world than in
the present
.
If, however, Iloinzen argues, these mistaken notions can
he destroyed, if men car he made to see that matter is the only thirjr
in existence, that the world has never hcen created bv an outside
agency, that it is in a constant state of evolution according to in-
herent laws, then also the prejudices instilled hy the priests will
fall away, men will come to realize that they themselves arc the mas-
ters of their fate, and the golden age of freedom will hoerin to dawn.
Herein we also find ar explanation for Heinzen' s burning hate against
Christianity, and in fact against all religions. "Down with the word
religion as well as with the content of religion" he exclaims on one
occasion.
t,j ie liarie nf Christianitv more crimes and injustice
have heen commited than under any other excuse, or through any other
agency, hut through the scientific discoveries and the materialistic
philosophy Christianity has found its doom. "Christianitv has come
to an end, and now hegins humanity; humanity without religious
phrases, hut with irreligious rights.
Ileinzen verv often uses the term "radicalism" almost svn-
onvmousl y with "materialism". Radicalism is for him simplv the ex-
ponent of truth, ar»rJ since in materialism he helieves to have found
the absolute truth, the terms cover each other. Radicalism means that
attitude of mind which will suh.ject all phenomena to reason and in-
vestigation, and then fraw its conclusions without regard to any
Teutscher ftad., N
.
F.
,
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authority or tradition, "Radicalism will replace the nil o of force
bv the froo agreement, oP individuals who nil have equal rights, it
will replace Pai t.h "bv a knowl r> (\ fr o° the true reality and its laws,
Iipstrovino; all authority 1n heavenly as well as in earthly a^Pairs,
it reduces the Preed mar to the purelv human sphere , a^d inquires of
htm? you, as a Pree man among; free men, which morality will vou adopt
and what duties will vou recognize? The answer will he simple: only
a human moral tiy and human duties, a moral itv which is in accordance
with human nature, and duties which are in accordance with human
rights." »
But although Ileinzen is very much opposed to the idealistic
philosophy, he is not thcrePore also opposed to ideal interests. On
the contrary, his whole struggle is directed towards furthering" these
ideal interests, and only as a harrier to their realization does he
denounce the idealistic philosophy. Nothing would he farther removed
from truth than the assertion that Ileinzen recognizes only material
interests, or that he considers the oh.je.ct of 1
.
ife to he merely a
material, sensual enjo^ent. Heinzen denied the existence and the
validity of "spirit" on] v as independent of matter: he docs not, how-
ever, maintain that the spiritual does not exist at all, hut he does
consider it as emanating from matter. "There is no more radical error
than the assumption that the ideal or spiritual world will he de-
stroyed if one makes it dependent upon the material world, or if one
proves the identity of spirit and natter. All spirit is ratter, and
*-Teutscher Hadikalismus in Amerika, Vol, I, nr».7 PP.
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all matter is spirit, Insofar as wo understand ^v it in general a
certain Torre inherent in matter, which under certain conditions will
produce a feelinr and a pooni, as well as lightning or an electric
current: which as a life force, will produce a man, and as a physical
for^e will produce a storm." Life is considered to he an interaction
of physical and chemical processes in the organism, hut "shall we
consider feelings and thoughts as worthless, when produced hv this
interaction, because we have brought then hack from a world of spir-
its to the sound hasis of science? Will the ideal world he destroyed,
if we prove it to he the product or rather a- part of the material
world, while hitherto it lias heen assumed that it produced, permeated
and ruled the material world from above?" *
Frequently Helnzen uses the following comparison to illus-
trate his theory: "Nobody believes that the scent of a flower is a
spirit, which has passed into or surrounds the flower. Everyone knows
that this scent is merely a material action of particles of the flow-
er upon our nerves of smell. But has the flower become worthless to
us, because Aire know this? Do we love and value it less, because we
do not commit the foolishness of considering its odor, which we can
no more see than our soul, a snirit?"^
Ileinzen is thus far removed from belittling the great in-
fluence which the ideal products, such as l iterature, music, and arj,
,
exert on the human race, only he considers these the blossom of ma-
tt Teutscher Radikal ismus, Neue Folpre, I, n.34.
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terlalism; and ho ]nvcs the blossom more than the unci on n root from
which it has crown. Just as tho gardener placos t^e bulb in the
gr°und In order to produce "beautiful flowers, so Ileinzen placos the
hulh of materialism in men's hearts and minds in order to produce
the ideal fruits of justice, freedom, and happiness for all men. He
denounces those materialistic minded people, who are entirely devoid
of higher interests and ideals, and who use the materialistic philos-
ophy as an excuse for their vulgar desires and pleasures, .just as
severely as the idealistic philosophers and theologians. Such he con-
siders the Communists, "They clothe this philosophy of degrading man
to a mere animal, this doctrine oP the trough and mud, this cult of
bestiality, with all kinds of 'economic' phrases, and sot up the doc-
trine that only 'interests', not 'ideas', determine and should deter-
mine men' s action. As if ideas did not represent interests! As if
convictions 'lid not demand satisfaction as summarily as bodily needs!
Of course not for those who have ro ideas and ro convictions. Con-
sequently the professors of stupidity, of vulgarity, of bestiality,
must sweep out all humane conceptions, all science, all literature,
all art, from the realm of human needs, and they let nothing remain
except the tiresome industrial science of 'producing' for the sake of
* consuming* - the fist in the service of the stomach, the brainless
beast'." #
Even Hein/cn' s conception of revolution was not merely
» Teutscher Rad. N.F., I, p. 38.

forcible tearing clown of existing institutions, not orl v a hnttle
With cannons nnd guillotines, but n higher and nobler conception. He
did not hesitate to advocate a revolution with fire and sword, hut
only when he considered it as the last pos ible means of securing the
rights that were denied. As the world according to science was in a
constant state of evolution, revolution was one of the instruments to
accomplish this, hut a revolution in the higher sense of progress, a
revolution of the human spirit against everything thnt is antiquated.,
outworn, and unreasonabl e . "Revolution is life, in man as in nature,
it is the future, it is the uope, it is the salvation, it is the no-
etry of the world, it is the striving of the spirit for the ideal of
evolution, it is evervthing. rt *
That materialism does not mean the renunciation of what we
usually term the higher interests in this life, is sufficientlv borne
out by Heinzen T s life. The gratification of his own personal desires,
was never considered when his ideals were at stahe. His life was de-
voted to producing greater freedom for his fellowmen, and for this
he fought no matter what the results would be. His personal welfare,
was alwavs placed after the ideals for which he was struggling. And
for this reason Tie had to suffer exile, poverty, hardships, and de-
nunciation, but he never .wavered in the pursuit of his cherished
ideals. He was at the same time a patron of good art, of literature,
and of music, and sought to create a greater interest in them, and
better understanding of them.
# Teutscher Rad., II, p. SI.

IT we now puss on to consider Heinzen's critical principles
we will realize that- his philosophical principles are an important
factor in determining his judgment. As the materialistic point of
view is the only justifiable one, and as the salvation or the world
can onlv he accomplished hv its agency, all the poets who favor the
idealistic philosophy will naturally he condemned as obstructing the
wav to truth and to freedom. Similarly the Christian poets, the
"standpatters", the conservatives, will share the same fate. In fact
only the propagandist has a right to literary activity, he whose
ideals and convictions are opposed to the present state of affairs,
onlv the champions of radicalism, of truth, of revolution, should he
permitted to write. The mere production of literature for the sake
of financial returns should cease entirely. "Nohody has a greater
calling to write than he whose convictions reject that wMch is at
present estahlished, and who therefore feels the need to help1 in
putting something hetter in its place. Onlv he should write, who
must write. Those who make writing merely a husiness, have neither
to give vent to the enthusiasm for the good, nor to the dissatis-
faction against the evil ; it does not require nnv self-sacrifice on
their part to remain silent, We would soon be freed from all of our
useless writers, if we could assure every one of them a few hundred
dollars more per year than he receives at present. Lord God Almighty,
vou who care for t?iese scoundrels so paternally, let money rain into
the pockets of all these good-Por-nothi ngs, so that no other voice
will he heard than that of radicalism, of conviction, of truth'. " *
# Teutscher Rad.
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We must, keep in minrl that when Heinzen speaks or truth and
conviction, lie means that attitude of mind which he himself repre-
sents. He holioves to have found the absolute truth, consequontl
y
there can he no other truth opposed to his Ideas. I^on sincere con-
victions in the other direction are not rocognized hv Heinzen. Those
people lie either considers as cowards, hypocrites, or otherwise stu-
pid.
"All of these great statesmen, ministers, diplomots, pro-
fessors, campaign-orators, and literary men , who have not compre-
hended and represented the rights of all men-, are in my eves, in
spite of their distinctions and their triumphs, stupid, absolutely
stupid, more stupid than the most stupid schoolboy," #
Into this class Heinzen puts all those who were not in
sympathy with the revolutionary ideals of 1348. Those who were still
in favor of monarchy, even a constitutional monarchy, have thereby
shown their true colors an rl deserve no further notice. The revolution
was a kind of touchstone with which the worth of t T, e poets wns tested
"All those who did possess a noble nature and were motivated by high-
er ideals, had to stop forth during; the revolution and show their
colors. Whoever did not do this, was either servile (reactionary) , or
what is the same thing, stupid. Of this caliber are all those who
after the suppression of the revolution could be reinstated in their
former positions." #
This natural! v includes all those who were not forced to
# Teutscher Had., N. F.
,
I, p. '300.
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floe the country like Heinzen and Freil i grath , those who adapted
themselves to conditions and sought to secure freedom and onancipa-
tion through a gradual transformation instead of a violent and Moody
revolution. Helnzen Ls a bitter enemy of all compromises, and draws
the ultimate conclusions in every case. Naturally he expects others
to do the same, anri denounces those that do not fro into such ex-
tremes
,
This raises the question whether Heinzen' s emigration to
America was not an important factor in influencing and determining
his judgment of the contemporary German literature. I have indicated
in the first chapter that a remarkable change came over the litera-
ture after the revolution. The very men who had summaril v demanded
freedom, and had advocated violent methods as a means of securing; it,
had gradually come to change their tone. The revolutionary poetry
almost ceased entirely. Some of these poets hecase disheartened,
others realized t T 'e impossibility o p securing freedom and emancipa-
tion bv a revolution, and now devoted their efforts to bringing this
change about by lawful methods and bv gradual changes. It is very
likely that had Heinzen remained in Germany instead of coming to
America he would also have been influenced by the general change, of
feeling, and would have modified his extreme position. But as it was,
Heinzen did not depart <"»ne jot or tittle from his pre-revolutionary
attitude. He continued to make the same demands which he made before
the revolution. Living here in America, far removed from the scene
of conflict, he could not understand the reasons for the change of
attitude in Germany. He regarded all of those who did modify their
position, either as hypocrites, or as cowards. This lad: of consist-

ency, this lack of manliness, aroused his Lre, *,r>d caused Ms whole-
sale condemnation of the post-revolutionary poets.
A fundamental question in Ileinzen' s criticisms, therefore,
is the question of the author's character and his principles, as a
criterion of judgment. This question has found different answers hy
various men. Heine, f*or instance, maintains that genius and character
arc to he entirely separated, and that the antithesis hetween talent
and character has heen invented by the envy and impotence of inferior
men as a weapon against the powerful genius . Friedrioh Rummer in his
Historv of Nineteenth Century Literature, takes an intermediate po-
sition, and wants both sides of the question to he considered. Ilein-
zen, however, lays the emphasis in the first place upon character,
and upon the principles of right, justice, and truth. And he feels
justified in his position not only from a moral, hut also from an
aesthetic point of view. That which is had, i.e., that which is "bad
in his opinion, cannot he considered beautiful, and the vulvar can-
not be poetic. Even if the most qrifted poet would treat of a subject
which must be denounced in principle, if for example, he would make
a prince or despot the hero of his work, then it does not deserve
the name of poetry. Similarly a poet must be a man above Jill things,
i. e. , he must be radical, consistent
,
democratic, etc. If he does
not fulfill this requirement he has thereby lost all claim to con-
sideration as a poet. *
* Teut seller Rad.
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CHAPTER V.
IvAPvL HEINZEN AS LITERARY CRITIC,
lleinzen manifested an interest in literature very early in
his life, and during his attendance at the University of Rnnn, he
neglected the study of medicine, for which he was registered, and
devoted most of his time to literarv studies. Bv reading the works
of the gr°at classicists, Schiller, Goethe, and Lessi^g, he acquired
good taste and judgment. That he had grasped the essential distinc-
tion hetween genuine and counterfeit poetry, I have endeavored to
show in the third chapter by quotations from his early poetry. He
improved his t^ste and widened his acquaintnnce with German litera-
ture in the subsequent years of his life bv private reading. Even
after his emigration to America he endeavored to remain in close
touch with the intellectual life of Germany, and he succeeded in P ro
~j
curing all the latest publ ications, which he read and studied.
lleinzen considers literature one of the ideal treasures oc
the human race, of infinitely greater value than mere material pos-
sessions. He places it above all the other arts, above music, sculp-
ture, and painting. He regards good literature as the most influen-
tial factor in shaping a man's character, in formulating his ideals,
and in urging him to realize these ideals in practice. And what is
true of literature in general, he believes to be especially true of
German literature. The greatest treasure which the Germans possess

is their literature, the only thing, at the sane tire of which a
member of the so-called German nation can he proud. #
He wishes to have the American childron Instructed in the
German lanfruafre and literature. "A new world would therehy he onened
to them, and the coming s;ororatinn would he essentinlly different
from the present one. What men like Goethe, Schiller, Lessinsr, Jean
Paul, and so manv German poets have to offer, you will find in ro
other literature, least of all in American literature. And as far as
relieion is concerned, the mother of all other enlightenment, no lit-
erature has rlone so much and so thorough work for i+ {is the German."*
Here we see at once the reason for Ileinzen* s enthusiasm
for German literature. It is not so much the perfect form of poetry
not so much the aesthetic qualities, which he admires, hut rather
the hijrh ideals which are set forth in it. As champions of truth and
freedom, of riodit and justice, as the apostles of a new and freer
humanity, he values and admires these poets. He is less concerned
with the artistic theories than with the contents. Classicism and
romanticism, realism and naturalism, do not matter as much as the
moral principles that permeate the artistic production.
However, in applying this criterion to German literature,
Heinzen finds himself ohliged to limit his approval to a comparative-
I ly small circle of writers. Not in the poetry of his contemporaries,
hut in that of Lessinq:, Schiller, Goethe, Jean rinul, and similar
* T
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writers, lie sees the salvation or his people, Goethe especially is
the object of Heinzen' s veneration, and this in spite of the Pact
that Goethe was not n political revolutionist. Goethe remained pas-
sive towards all movements Tor national unity, and Tor political free
dom. Fven the Wars of Liberation, which had incited t'>e whole nation
to the highest pitch, left him entirely cold. This was primarily the
reason why Wolfgang Menzel had heen such a decided opponent of Goe-
the. And as also the Jul v Revolution of 1830 lid not move Goethe in
the least, we should expect that Heinzen would have some severe words
of censure for Goethe. But this is not the case. Heinzen realizes
that Goethe stood for more than revolution by mere force of arms.
Goethe said to a friend when the news of the July Revolution arrived
in Germany: "The true revolution is that of the human spirit',' and
this Heinzen considers to he the greatest revolutionary truth. *
Another instance of Heinzen' s ideal conception of revolution is af-
forded by this.
Goethe, however, is not entirely above reproach. His resi-
dence at the Court of Weimar, and his position as "Geheimrat", are
not to be commended. And when in 1863 Heinzen had read the newly pub-
lished correspondence between Goethe and the Duke Karl August, he is
disappointed, because "it makes a very disafrreeabl e imnression by
the servile phrases, with which Goethe seeks to depict t-^e exceed-
ingly good fortune which consists of being humbled by the patronage
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of princely idols." #
One or the few men of the later period, For whom Hoinzen
expresses great admiration, I s Ludwig Borne. He considers a monument
erected in honor of Bflrne as one of the most appropriate of all the
monuments, and a just recognition oF a great mind and character,
which should have manv followers.^ Here again the reasons for Hein-
zen' s admiration are apparent. BBrne* s ideals and aspirations were
verv similar to those of Heinzen, and he fought for them as courage-
ously and persistently as did Heinzen. In a masterful style he car-
ried on a campaign for freedom as journalist, critic, political prop
agandist, and satirist. At a time when interest was centered mainly
on purely aesthetic questions, Borne regarded everything from the
point of view of character and political attitude. And this was ex-
actly Heinzen* s standpoint a few decades later. In addition to this,
his consistency, his absolute sense of justice, his striving for
truth, his rel entl essness, were factors calculated to appeal very
stronglv to Heinzen.
To what an extent Heinzen' s philosophical and political
views influenced his criticisms, becomes evident from his judgment
of Ludwig Uhland. Uhland certainlv was striving to procure freedom
and representative government for his people. As a member of the
Frankfort Parliament, he took his seat at the extreme left of the
left centre. Here he opposed the hereditary Prussian emperorship,
« T. R
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and voted for an elective head of the empire to bo chosen every six
rears. On this occasion he had uttered the memorable words: "Relievo
mo, gentlemen, no head will shine over Germany which has not hocn
anointed with a full drop of democratic oil. M But whon at his death
in isr»2, he was celehrated as the greatest German poet, Heinzen pro-
tests. He gives him credit f^r his high talents, and regards him as
an honourahle man, "hut as poet and politician he belongs more to the
past than to the present, because he was a narrow romanticist in hoth
directions. Even up to his last moments the main suhject o p his err-
ing thoughts was the poetry of the Middle Ages, and if Goethe died
with the words 'more light*, then Uhland might have taken leave with
the words, 'more darkness'." * Ileinzen with his materialistic point
of view regards the Middle Ages as the Dark Ages, the age of super-
stition and of feudal regime. What ho desires is radicalism not only
in politics, in science, and in philosophy, hut also in poetry, and
this is not to he found in the Middle Ages.
Heinzen' s antipathy to Heinrich Heine at first seems some-
what contradictory. We would suppose that "because oF his cosmonolitic
ideals and because of his derision of the Prussian Government, Ilein-
zen would be in sympathy with him. 3ut Hoinzen looks below the sur-
If
ace . He does not maintain that Heine is ungifted, but he feels the
lack of an important element in his personality, that of character.
"Nobody would think of denying that Holne has a good mind, wit, and
T . R., N . F., II, p. 127.

a poetic vein, lint he is a diamond mounted in mud f and as a character
rholly despicable." * Here we see clearly irhat an important factor
the author's character is In Hoinzen' s criioisms. Heine's inconsist-
ency, His frequent change of principles, calls forth hitter denunci-
ation, especially when Ileinzen hears that Heine has renounced his
unhclie^F and glorifies the Catholic Church. He helieves that this is
merely a clever ruse in order to secure the Favor of the Jesuits, who
were then in power. "It is to he expected from this character, that
he would seek to procure safetv hy renouncing principles which he
had formerly confessed as his. Principles are for him as cheap as
hi ackherries , and frivolity he would like to give out as superiority.
Tn the nouth of a man, who has slandered all men of character who
were devoted to freedom, and with whom he has come in contact, who
has persecuted Platen during his lifetime, ^ftrne in the grave, and
! Victor Hugo in exile, in the meanest fashion, who recognizes a "God"
in the old despot Napoleon, and his "legitimate lord" in the new one,
who was formerly an enthusiast Tor the Prussian Dvnastv, and now ded-
icates his work to the degenerated Prince Pftchl er, at one time the
paid agent of Guizot and correspondent of. the ' Augshurger Allgemeine
Zeitung' when it was in its lowest stages, in the mouth of such a
frivolous and suspicious character the renunciation of his confession
of faith has as much value as the confession itself. w#
Heine's glorification of Catholicism is not only to he
# T. R
.
, N
.
F. I, p . 9S
,
# Ihid.
,
I, 98.
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condemned rrom «i moral and philosophical, but also from an aesthetic
and poetic point of view. A man who writes poetrv ahout the Madonna
and sings oP the "1ov of renunciation" cannot lay claim to the title
of poet. #
As a critic, however, Ileinzen is chiefly concerned with the
literarv productions after 1S50, I have indicated in the first chap-
ter that a complete change came nr^r the literature of Germany after
the revolution. The political lyric, which had engrossed the atten-
tion of the people in the previous decade, now ceased to interest
them and gradually disappeared entirely. Instead thev sought conso-
lation for their down-trodden hopes in a very superficial, sentiment-
al, and semi-romantic world of fiction. Richard M. 'lever in his His-
tory of Nineteenth Century Literature refers to "the jrreat flood of
poetry of exhaustion and relaxation" which came over Germany after
the revolution. Everything that bore evidence of the great crisis
through which Germany had Just passed, all elements that would appeal
to the nation at larpce, were to he strictly excluded from the poetry
all exertion and excitement was purprosoly avoided. And this was char-
acteristic of the younger generation, which usually puts forth a
titanic effort to produce new and. mighty works of art. And therefore
raanv of these poets were not unjustly referred to as "fanatics of*
tranquillity", #
Moreover, the center of this new and superficial poetry
was at the courts of princes and kings, who had hent all their effort*
* T. II., N. F, I, p. 100.
# R. M. Meyer, History of Nineteenth Century Literature,

on the suppression of liberal and radical literary productions. rhey
now surrounded themselves with a circle of those harmless writers,
who were paid merely to amuse and entertain them. The most popular
subjects were an exotic kind of affected lore-stories, world-removed,
or touching;, in an atmosphere of "'Vol tsohmorz" and resignation.
We can readily see that this state of affairs in German
literature must have irritated and enraged Heinzen iihmenselv. Even
after his emigration to America he remained true to his nre-revolu-
tionarv Ideals. He had not departed in the slightest degree from his
previous demands, and was as enthusiastic in' his support of a revo-
lution in Germany as before his exile. The change of feeling in Ger-
many he regarded as lack of manliness, as a sign of degeneration, as
utterly contemptible. This becomes even more evident, if we remember
the great emphasis which Heinzen lavs on literature as an important
factor in the national life. If his ideals for Germany are to be re-
alized, then the path must he first cleared by a radical literature.
The absence of this makes his endeavors almost hopeless, and therefor^
he maintains that a radical literary criticism is just as necessary
in Germany as political -revolutionary agitation. *
It is from this point of view that we must seek to under-
stand Heinzen' s criticisms. If we remember how much Heinzen consid-
ered to be at stake, and furthermore, that he stood .almost alone in
his Tight against this artificial, effeminate, a7id degenerate poetry,
we will perhaps pardon him the severe language which he applies a Tains 1
» T.R., N . F
. ,
II, p. 302.
L
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those writers . A few selections will suffice tn illustrate Heinfcen*8
disgust for the kinrl of poetry that was then most popular, Tims he
speaks of the insignificance of the courtly poets:
M Ks gibt nichts Iffiderl icheres , a] s 'lie eitlen unfl hohlen
GroszmSnnereion, Beraucherungen, Xameradereien, Ilofnachereion , bulle-
tins, Komftdicn, etc., wonit die hofrathl ichen Literaten, welche jetzt
das Gehiet dor teutschen Literatur heherrschen, ihr Gonftgen an der
Eunuchenzcit bekundon, deren Lieblinge sie sind und die nichts so
bedarf wie kraf tiger Aufruhrjre i s ter , welche diosz ganze Goschmoisz
in die Ecke fegen kttnnten. Tn den teutschen BlHttern, namentlich den
1 iterarischen, die elendesten Kl einigke i ten unsoror 1 iterari schen
Hofrate mit einer Wichtigkeit, einer Gebeimtuorei, und einem Ton
besprochen werden, welche genau an die Goruchte fiber die wichtigen
Ereignisse an den Hofon erinnern. ' ran*i mochte diesz
ganze hlassierte, servile, und nichtige Li teratengesindol Teutseh-
j
lards, in dem nicht ein Funkehen warm! icher Kraft und Wftrde mehr
j
auflodert, unter dem Fusz verwischen wie einen Tnsektenhaufen. M #
And again the wholesale manufacture of mediocre, harmless,
sentimental poetry under the gracious protection of t^e powers that
J
he, calls forth his anger:
"Es gibt nichts ".'iderl icheres , als die Art, wie jetzt sich
wieder die servilen Amohibicn in dem Sumpf ler teutschen Literatur
hreit machen, rlas ist eine Behabigkeit dcs Jammers, cine Suffisance
* T.R., N.F., II, pp. 243 ff.

dor tflttelra&szlgkcit , eine Superffttatlon der Impotenz, kurz oin un-
natfirliches Gewimmc] und Wichtigtun und Produzieren elnos Geschl edits
welches sich durch sol no Unsehuld vor 'lor Gewait und dureh die Ge-
wa.lt vor dem Besen dor Revolution gesi chert gl aubt--dasz man nur mit
dom Risijtfo des Uebelwerdons einon Blick in diese ? Tisere hineinwefrfen
kann. " The noets who enjoy tho greatest fnvors aro the sane who had
already poisoned. the public mind before 1848, Gutzkow, Hebbel, Laube,
Dingelstedt, Mugge, Kftnig, Bock, Schftcking, Prutz, Geibel
,
etc. These
"veterans of abomination" have only received reinforcement in courtly
critics, such as Julian Schmidt, and in courtly poets, such as Paul
who do not, however, distinguish themselves from the others. Hein-
zen believes that the politicnl conditions of Germany, the rule of
the despots, is responsible for this sad state of the literature, be-
cause the literature of the free spirit, the radical poetrv, is sup-
pressed by the police. A complete change would be brought about by
a revolution, for in 1818 these court and tea-table poets, had lost
all prestirce. Onlv when the reaction set in again, they dared to
venture forth out of their obscurity. "
As model poets Heinzen considers Ferdinand Froiligrath and
Richard Wagner. Freil igrath was a personal friend of Heinzen, who
had gone to the same extremes in his political agitation as Heinzen.
Personal considerations could not influence him, and therefore he
had refused to accept a pension from the Prussian Government. Since
-"Ibid., T, p. 61.

then ho had spent his life In exile, and had not wavered, in his pol-
icies oven after the revolution. Richard Tanner was another nan to
fulfill Heinzen* s ideal as a poet. He was radical both in his phil-
osophical and political views. He was an ardent supporter of the
doctrine of materialism, and he had also actively participated in
the revolt, and wns forced to flee after its suppression. H-
Regarding the general characteristics pr the poetry of the
time, Helnzen* s criticisms have not missed the mark very much. The
poetry of men like Friedrich Gerst&cker, Friedrich Wilhelm Hacklander
1
Theodor Mflgge, Otto Mttller, Otto Koquette, and M, G. Saphir, has since
passed into oblivion. But alone with these men Heinzen has also con-
demned a number of writers whose names have remained more or less
illustrious, and these we will hare to consider separately in order
to understand Heinzen' s attitude toward them.
Thus Hehhel is condemned because he is not in sympathy with
the revolution, and because lie writes poetrv supporting: the Austrian
Emperor. Heinzen does not recognize Adolnh Strodtmann' s protest, who
maintains that Hebbel deserves a laurel wreath and a citizen's crown
rather than the stigma of "abominable". Heinzen again does not deny
that Hebbel has great gifts and talents, but he refuses to acknow-
ledge his "-ood sense and judgment. To support his contention he
quotes the following poem to the Austrian Emperor:
"War audi der MBrder, welcher tief verblendet,
Den meuchl erischen Stahl auf dich gezuckt.
f Ibid.
,
I, p. 61.
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Fin Bote, don rHo 11B11 e selbat gesendet,
Nachden sic ihn Lo Timers ton bcruekt,
So hat cs doch rter Hiimnel so gewendet,
Dasz jetzt ihn- ilie Apes t el krone sc.hmftckt,
Donn Clinic hat der Herr durch ihn go goben
:
Gefeit ist, '.veil geweiht, des Kaisers Leben. "
Heinzen' s point of view is narrow and one-sided, but it is
at least consistent with his political views. The autocratic rulers
and despots he considers to he enemies of mankind, who are to "be an-
nihilated with fire and sword if necessary. Therefore a poet who can
still sinsr their praises has lost all claim to consideration, no
matter how highlv he is gifted. "A poet who could write poetrv in
honor of the Emperor of Austria in 1913, has according to mv opinion
renounced the title of poet, and become a despicahle lackey. A poet
must above all things be a man, and lackeys cannot he counted among
them. Ilebbel has not onlv become a lackey, hut also a traitor." *
Similarly Emanuel Geibel is severelv censured for the fol-
lowing poem:
"0 wann kommst du, Taj*; der Freude,
Den mein ahnend. Ilerz mir zeigt,
Da des jungen Reichs Gebaude -
Ilimmelan volleodet steigt,
Da cin Geist der Fintracht drinnen
-"- Ibid.
,
I, DP. 68 ff
.
L

Wic an Pfingstfezt niederzuckt,
Unci iles Kaisers Rand die Zinnen
Wit clem Kranz dor Frciheit Schmftkt."
Heinzen considers this to be absolutelv stupid, for "an
emperor adorninrr the pinnacles with the wreath of freedom" is an im-
possibility. Therefore it is an emptv phrase, more flattery, and for
this nonsense Geibel also is termed a "brainless lackey. n #
Fannv Sewald ainonc others is criticized because the hero
of one of her novels is a "stupid and degenerate Prussian prince",
and because the glorification of such a character cannot be consider e<
as poetic. #
Because or their "apostasy" and. their servility towards
the rulers Marl Gutzkow, Heinrich Laube, Franz Dir eel stedt , Robert
Prutz and others are also denounced. Needless to sav, these charac-
ters '\Tere not so black as Heinzen painted them. They continued their
demands for liberal reforms and for national unity after 1848, but
wanted to secure freedom in a lawful way. Heinzen, however, considers
them cowards and apostates, as inconsistent and despicable creatures.
And this mainly for the reason, that thev were favorites at the
courts, and received pensions and other distinctions from the rulers.
The lack of manliness, the sentimental resignation, which
Heinzen tried to combat in the political life of Germany, is also
denounced when it appears in the garb of poetry. A good example of
* Ibid.
,
II, 142 ff.
# Ibid., II, 214.
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this is Paul Heyse' b novel, "tins Blld dor Mutter", in which the hero
is not the lover, but his friend who voluntarily (rives up Ms sweet-
heart to him. And the girl, hv order of her parents, also resigns
herself to her fate and marries the other ore. neirzen maintains
that common sense as well as "poetic justice demands that when two
persors love each other, they shall also possess one another. Hein-
zcn draws his conclusion bv analogy of the political conditions: A
person who can give up a loved one voluntarily will certainly have
patience and resignation enough to give up the other humnn rights,
nnd political freedom. *
It is evident that Heinzen lays the greatest emphasis upon
the author's character, his principles in general, and his political
views in particular as a criterion of Judgment. He does not maintain
that the aesthetic qualities of literature are not to he considered,
hut he "believes that mere artistic form without a content of high
principles and nohle ideals is worthless. Heinzen' s standpoint is,
of course, one-sided, hut his importance lies in the fact that at a
time when tbe purely aesthetic considerations engrossed the attention
of the poets, he called attention to the ureat mission which liter-
ature is to perform, by being a leader for progress in thought and
in the life of the people.
• Ibid.
,
I, p. 24.
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Published in Furope.
1. Gedichte, 8vo. 218 pages, Cologne, 1841.
2. Dr. Nebel , oder Gelehrsamkeit unci Leben, Comedv in Five
Acts, 8vo, Cologne, 1841.
3. Die Ehre. 8vo. 24 pages, Cologne, 1842.
4. Relse eines teutschen Romantikers nach Batavia. l?mo.
21f> pages. Cologne, 1^43.
Second edition, 8vo, Mannheim, 1845.
Third edition in "Erlebtes" , Vol. I.
5. Die Kftlnische KomSdie, von Tanto Allhiori ziun kfllnischen
Karnival, Cologne, 1842.
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1846.
13. Pol itischc und unpolltische Fahrten und Abenteuer, 2 Vol
12no. Mannheim, 1846,
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Vol. I. Aoltore Fahrten.
Vol. II, Nouoro Fahrtcn und polltische Romantik,
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Gemoino. 8vo. 36 pages, Ketistadt, l"4fi,
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8. Der cosetzl i chc Wee, in uncesetzl iche Staaten,

°, Pol itische IfallfIschtQnnen,
10. Teuts.ohe Oummheiton.
22. Erst reine LuFt, dann miner Bo'ien. t>o, 4 r< pafres.
Born, 1848,
23. Uebcr Musik urd Kunst. 8vo. 10 pafres. Leipzig, 1848.
24. Frankrcichs bruderlicher Bund nit Teutschland, 10mo,
Basel, 1S4S.
25. Die Helden des teutscher Komiunismus . Bern Herrn Karl
Marx gewidmet. 12mo. 104 pages, "ern, 1848.
20. An die Manner des g:osunden Menschenverstordes in
Teutschland. Basel, 184S.
27, Fin teutsches Rechorexenpel . (2nd ed. ) Bern, 1840.
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20. Mord unci Freiheit. London, 1850.
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34. Die Opposition. Mannheim, 1840.
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New York, 1847,
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44. Thomas Paine. Cincinnati, 1855.
45. Glttck und Unsluck. Cincinnati, 1855.
46. Gedichte. 3 Edition, New York, 1856. 3 Ed., Boston, 1867
47. Hat die Welt einen Zweck? New Yorfc, 1857,
48. Die offentlicho Meinnnfr. New York, 1858,
49. Lustspiele. Boston, 1850. 2nd Ed.
,
Boston, 1872,
50. Die Teutschen urd die Anerikaner. Boston, 1800,
51. Die Menschheit als Verhrecherin
.
Boston, 1864.
52. Mankind the Crimi nal
.
Boston, 1°64,
53. Erlehtes, Vol.1. Vor meiner Exilirun^. ^vo, 374 pap:es.
Boston, 1864.
54. Die V/ahrheit. Boston, 1^65.
55. Ein europfti scher Sol flat an. seine Kameraden. Boston,
1867.
">6. Teutschen Ra'dikalismus in Amcrika. 8yo. 8~4 parres.
No place, 1867.
57, Wer und was ist das Volk? Boston, I860.
58. Was ist Human! tat? Boston, 1809.
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59, Six Letter to a Pious "nn. Boston, lS6f>,
51. Mensch und fiffagen, Boston, 1370.
82, Was 1st wahre Domokratic? Boston, 1871,
f>3, Teutscher Radikal ismus in Amerika, Vol. II, No
place, 1871,
<\4, Uebor Kommunismus und Sozial ismus, l*o place, 137?.
65, Der teutsche Fditoren-Konprresz zu Cincinnati, Oder
das gobrochene Ilerz. ( Gesammol te Schrtften, Vol. f,
8vo. 41S pages. Boston, 137?.
66, ErleDtes. Vol, II , Nach meine'r Exilirung. 3vo.
517 paprs. Boston, 1874.
67. Teutscher Radikal ismus in Amerika, Vol, III, No
place, 1875.
68, Lessons of a Century. Boston, 1876,
69, 3ftse Tugenden iind sute Untu*ronden. 12mo. 44 pares.
No place, 1876.
70. What is Humanity? Boston, 1377.
71. Teutscher Radikal ismus in America. Vol. IV. No
p3 ace, 1879,
Periodicals published in America,
72. Die deutsche Schnellpost. (Weekly paper, ) New York,
1348.
72. Der Vol kerbund. (Onlv one number appeared. ^ New
York, 13.50.
74. Die deutsche Schnellpost. New York, 1851,
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